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PEACE OFFICER, KILLED
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'
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Brothers Here Notified
Shortly before noon today, J. W.
Barker, a brother of the dead man,
who 1 employed at Nolette's batber
shop, was notified of his brother's
murder In a telegram, which, however,
simply announced that "Pete Barker
had been shot and killed at 4 a. m.
this morning." The brother here left
this afternoon on No. 2 for Trinidad,
from where he will go to Clayton to
Investigate the killing and render COUNSEL MORSCHAUSER SCORES
what assistance he can In prosecuting
IN CROSS- - EXAMINAthe murderer.
TION
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Clayton,' J. M., Aug. 3. Pete Barker, marshal of Clayton, and one of
the best known peace officers of
northeastern New Mexico, was shot
and almost Instantly killed at 4 o'clock
this morning, In a fight with Prank
Garcia, the jailer. Barker, It is said,
fired the first Bhot at Garcia, who
then drew his own gun and shot the
marshal dead.
The shooting caused intense excite
ment, a report having been started
that Barker had been killed by unknown men who were thwarted by
him In an attempt to liberate the
Jamison brothers, held In jail awaiting the action of the grand Jury for
the turdr of Deputy- - Sheriff'" l
Kent, about a month ago. However,
this rumor groved groundless, although before ft was headed off, the
streets of the town swarmed with
armed men, determined to avenge tho
killing of the officer.
It is said that Garcia and Barker
had been enemies for some time,
each having threatened to kill the
other at the first opportunity, and th
clitragedy of this morning was
,
max of this enmity.
Garcia has been arrested, but claims
His story that Barker

it
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IN SPANISH

HOPE

KINGDOM

CHILLS

Mobile, Ala., Aug. 3. The annual
convention of the Knights of Columbus opened here today with Pontifical
high mass, at which Archbishop Bonn
G. Glennpn, of St. Louis, delivered the
sermon. "The time has tome," he
said, "when no set of men cai array
themselves against the religion of his
fellow citizen In the United States.
The American Catholic places only
the symbol of divinity above devotion
to his country's standard."
He urged the knights to sustain every noble cause, placing citizenship
above party and extending to all Irrespective of race or creed, the even-hanof justice that they all themselves demand.
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Las Vegas on No. 10 tomorrow, coining here for the purpose of visiting
Trout Springs on the upper Gal'.'.nat;,
with a view to Investigating the feasibility of establishing a territorial fish
hatchery there.
It is a settled fact that a territorial
fish hatchery is to be established as
soon as an available site can be secured. It is also certain that it will
be established on either the Gallinas
or the upper Pecos river.
Upon his arrival in the city, Mr.
Gable will be met by Max Nordhaus,
of the Charles Ilfeld company, and
Col. M. M. Padgett, and driven to
TARIFF
Trout Springs.
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FIX

Last evening the contract was let
for a store building to be put up by
O. L. Gregory on Center street The
contract was let by E, W. Hart, the
architect who drew the plans for the
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building.
The edifice Is to be two stories, and
SAILING AHEAD
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SMOOTH
HE ANSWERS
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is, to occupy 25x60 feet of ground
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to
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space.
to a store, while above it is to be a EVEN THE "RANGE" SENATORS
TO
PRETENDER
JAMIE.
DON
SAYS
KILLING
FOR
WHITE
BUT
seven room apartment, with baih. A
NOW APPEAR TO BE SATISTHRONE. NOT TO ENCOURDEFENDANT WOULD BE
store room will occupy the basement
FIED
UPRISING
AGE
to
be
rather
FREE MAN
portion. The building is
small, but will be modern and up to
in every respect.
Washington, Aug 3. The decision of
White Plains, N. Y., Aug. 3. Dr.
Madrid, Aug. 3. According to a date
The main contraot went to J. K. the conference committee to bring in
mlnl-te- r
the
issued
statement
today,
by
Amos T. Baker, of the Matteawan

of the interior, tranquility now Martin, while there still remain to be
Joint resolution, remodeling the
the
the contracts for the plumbing and
relgna throughout Spain, except In let
leather
schedule, had a
stand In the Thaw hearing this morn the isolated localities of CaUl ia'a beating. Four contracts were receiv
In
The
the senate today and the re
one
effect
being accepted.
ing and under questioning of Mr.
Several columns of troops, composed ed, the lowest
be
edifice
is
to
be
final
the
cost
of
now feel that the bill
DECLARES WEST SHOULD
leaders
publican
counsel for Thaw, admitted of Infantry, cavalry and artillery ara
ASSERT ITS INFLUENCE that had it not been for the Stanford marching on Sabadall, near Barce- tween $5,000 and $6,000.
will go through without further diffiare still
culty.
White episode he would have had lona, where the insurgents
Seattle, Wash., Aug. 3. At the unholding out The general strike call- INTERESTING DIVORCE SUIT
Even those "range" senators, while
hesitation
some
. about
committing
ed yesterday at Madrid and Bilbao
BEFORE CHIEF JUSTICE MILLS not entirely pleased with the protecveiling of a bust of James J. Hill at
the exposition here today, Governor Thaw (to the asylum., After detailing failed, owing to the precautionary
tion afforded on leather goods, are not
John A. Johnson, of Minnesota, said Thaw's life at the asylum, Dr. Baker measures taken by the authorities.
This morning Chief Justice William unmindful of the concessions that
General Marina, itt- command in Mo J. Mills Continued he
in part?
was asked:
hearing In the have been made and today for the first
rocco. Ja a.'wattine further reinforce- "It is time the west threw off t'j
Did you ever Lell Thaw there was
time announced their intention of vat- case
menta
their arrival, the ad- - "iiowing
shackles of the east. ,1 preach no
Upon
va. Balte ;lng for the DUL
matter with his brain?"
variced Spanish positions at Mounts Falonlo Shoble de Mares
sectional division or strifes, but the nothing the
XT
turtle
he
8matft.
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vaoe
nu,
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"No sir, I eannot remember," he re Atalayou and Sidiamet
went Bhould arise in all Its might and
will bei zar ivimtfs
would present an amendment, putting
1b a divorce
in
This
suit,
'
county.
1aim that fair shre of influence in plied,,,
strengthened preparatory to an adcotton bagging on the free list
the' halls of .wetness and In the ad ' Baker admitted saying at "a former vance upon 2eeluan, the- - Spanish ob- which the plaintiff flUs petition for a
When questioned by Senator
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and
of
account
cruelty
divorce,
national affairs to
ministration
The Red Cross Is
Mr. Aldrich gave a full explana--tio- n
nearing tljat In the diagnosis of jective point
seeks
aside
to
set
also
and
which we are entitled by every law of
hard to care for the wounded sertion,
working
Thaw's-casof the tariff commission clause,
a deed executed in January of the
depressive Insanity bad at Melilla and other
common sense and political economy."
Spanish ports.
never been established. Asked whetb
present year, by which the defendant stating it was even broader in authorPretender Issues Statement.
a piece of land situated at ity than that given by the president,
er pr not he Would certify that Thaw
Vienna, Aug. 3. Don Jamie,' pre-- , conveyed
.
NEW YORK HEARS OF
as 'it empowers the5 president to em- Mora county, to one
Buena
Vista,
diswas insane from personal observation tender to the Spanish throne, has
HARRIMAN'S IMPROVEMENT
ploy whom he pleases and to assign
Gonzales.
avowed any intention of taking ad
outside the White episode, he said
filed a cross com the commission to such duties as he
has
The
defendant,
"Thaw has shown bad judgment, vantage of the present crisis In that
New York, Aug. 3. A private cablein which he asks for a separa sees fit.
country. "The Carlist party is a plaint,
but
admitted he might hesitate
H.
E.
received
that
The conference report will be voted
here, says
gram
tion.
party of order," he said, "and I never
Harriman Is greatly improved in commit him to an asylum.
case was heard yesterday af on at 2 o'clock Thursday afternoon,
The
Justice Isaac N. Mills in questioning take upon myself to bring the entire ternoon and continued this morning. according to an agreement reached to-health and that his condition is bet
ter than for many years. He wtll ar- Dr. Amos T. Baker, obtained the most people into danger to serve my own E. E. Veeder appears for the plaintiff day on the motion of Senator Bailey,
ends. Should I return to Spain at
important statement yet expressed
O. A. Larrazolo for the defendant. J of Texas.
rive home about September 10.
head of an army. It will be only and
the
The wit
regarding Thaw's sanity.
ness said he did not consider tha to restore order. This might happen
to
form if King Alfonso was driven out The
adequate
opportunities
of the king is on the, wane
satisfactory conclusion, but never popularityno
fault of his, and Queen
through
theless he declared it as his belief
is even less liked by her
that the prisoner was now Insane, Victoria who
dread her 'foreign
in
and that his release would be a men people,
ace to public safety.
Jerome then fluence."
Moors Prepare for Attack
recalled Thaw, who was evidently
MeIIHa,Aug. 3, A large force of
Needles, Calif., Aug. 3. Further in- cer and started to run. The officer very nervous, and questioned him Moors, including contingents from the
The local authorities are much in is the man who held up Aaron LinIt ii about his "romantic" letters to his coast and Inland tribes, is
in the arrest at Pueblo, Colo. coln, a conductor on a Phoenix, Ariterested
vestigation of the escape of Edward shot him through the lungs.
gathering
Wife.
will recover.
doubtful
if
he
before Alhucemas, an island belong of a highwayman who held np a zona street car a short time ago
Rice, the New Mexico fugitive, shows
Despite some, of the unfavorable de
Is said to have tried to borRomero
Lincoln gives a description of his rob- of
New
his
leave
the
that he took
of the past few days in his ing to Spain. They are preparing for street car in that city a week ago. ber that tallies in
velopments
row
a
store
a
from
gun
proprietor
many respects to
an attack. The Moors attacked a
Mexico officers, while both were in
case, Thaw has not lost hope that he
That the man under arrest there maj that of Collins, and the method of
one
who
oa
him
refused
lend
to
here,
the arms of Morpheus.
will secure his discharge from the asy- block house in the course of erection be
waa
the slayer of James Baker, who work of. the Phoenix hold-uRomero and Williams both claimed the ground that Rice might take it lum. While not as buoyant as he here last night, but were repulsed.
Meridin
was
the
Colas
from
him.
killed
much
the
same
shot
and
used
that
away
by
that they had Rice shackled and handwas, still he is cheerful. The Thaw
on the morning of lins here when he held up the two
ian
restaurant
MAY
ESTABLISH
FISH
learned
that
it
has
been
cuffed, but
family feel that District Attorney JerRICE DESPERATE MAN;
HATCHERY ON GALL'NAS July 22d, is more than probable, as it car nieh. Aaron Lincoln is a former
he was only handcuffed. Romero put
ome
has shown unusual animosity in
WANTED
FOR
MURDER
is said the prisoner has admitted be- Fowler resident, and his parents still
dozed
Col. Thomas P. Gable, territorial
his pants under his pillow and
this animosity reaching
the
hearing,
a
is
ing in this city on the date of the live in that town.
That Rice
desperate criminal the vindictive stage at times.
Rice took a key from the
off.
game and fish warden, will arrive In
which was preceded the night '"When commanded to throw up his
is
murder,
shown
recent
He
by
developments.
bunch with his teeth, unlocked his
before
of a traction hands, Lincoln hesitated a moment,
has been identified by the California
by the hold-uhandcuffs, coolly dressed while the
Schmidt he says, and was brought to a sense
when
Conductor
car,
as
of
a
George
authorities
the
deputy WOULD-Bslayer
officers slept, waited in the berth unE
of the advantage of the bandit when
was shot
sheriff
in
at
that
Fcesno,
state,
1907,
til the train reached Needles several
fol
the hold-uThe
Pueblo
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the
fired his pistol, sending
Chieftain
whom
a
and
for
reward
of
standing
hours later and stepped off the train.
a bullet uncomfortably close to Linthe
highwayconcerning
lowing
story
been
offered
has
$1,000
for
his
capThe Las Vegas officers did not noticoln's head.
man under arrest there:
Lincoln states that he
ture and conviction. The San Bernarfy the local officers about it for. over dino Sun of last
'Information against the lone high had a good opportunity to size his
the
prints
Sunday
forty hours after the escape and there'
wayman continues to be received by man up and could identify him.
of Rice's life with a
la ohnnHnnt rpnann in hplieve t.hpv did following story
"Another report states that a man
the Pueblo police and sheriffs office.
few more sidelights on his escape from
not wake up and discover the absence
Crawford, Neb., Aug. 3. Wtat is be- - 000, discovered steel rails on the track From the different descriptions, it is answering the description of Collins
of Rice until they reached Kingman,
as the train1 rounded a curve near Be!
"Edward Rice was received at the lieved to have been a during attempt
thought that the man giving his name held up a restaurant in Trinidad re
miles east of here.
mont. He stopped his train with difArizona, sixty-fivC. C. Collins, now held for trial cently and got away. The Las Vegas,
Need- at train robbery, was discovery yesfrom
county
hospital
yesterday
Rice made himself a good fellow on
a few feet from the obstruction. before the district court on the New Mexico,
ficulty
Offiin
authorities state they
les,
by Special
terday when an engineer of a passen A farmer found in the vicinity claimed
the officers' money (taken from their cers being brought
of robbery, is the same man think Collins is the same man who
condiAcuna
charge
Bottoroff.
and
His
ger train on the Burlington said to, he was attempting to flag the train who succeeded In other hold-up- s
pockets), for two days before it was tion is
in pulled off a hold-uthere a Bhort
critical, and it Is the belief of be
known he was wanted, and when he the doctors
carrying a bullion shipment of $250-'tget medical assistance.
time ago, which resulted in the highdifferent states lately.
he cannot recover
that
was pursued, used Romero's gun in from the wound
"The sheriff's office has photo wayman killing a restaurant employe.
inflicted by Constable
his fight to save himself from capture, James
Collins and ' sent the like Collins admits that he traveled a route
to
graphed
the
West,
prevent
prisoner
TAFT-DIA- Z
After of- from
wounding an Indian trailer.
'
nesses
This action is re- which brought him past the towns
broadcast
escaping.
ficers had him surrounded, Romerb
"Sheriff Ralphs is now inves'igating
sulting in the receipt of many letters, mentioned, but that he can prove that
announced he would not make furand it is thought that Collins or the his conduct was all it should be in
(the prisoner's liast. He bears a strik- ther attempt to take him on account line
' b.
man giving that name is wanted in a the different towns.
trt
.Tnmn
PlptinrrtKnn
rpsemhlancft
of the jungle nature f the swamps, wanted at Fresno for the murder of'
number
of
'The
places
trial
of
Collins
for
holding np
'
tWr
making It such a dangerous proposl- - - . Hhpr- l- n n Pr,Q
'It Is Collins who pleaded guilty the car men will be held before the
tion that he did not care to further .ternoon of March 13, 1907. From a
to holding up the conductor and district court. The man states
that
3.
A special Trevino has been replaced by General motorman of an Irving Place car on he would not have held
prosecute the chase.
photograph of Richardson, i pnsses- - El Paso, Texas, Aug.
up the conRice th?n of his own free will went slon of Sheriff
from
is
Monterey says it
possible hat Lauro Villar in command of the troops July 26, and relieving them of watches ductor and motorman but for the fact
Ralphs, the Jidentlflca'
to a bridge camp and secured work, tion was
the meeting between President Taft in Monterey. This move is regarded and money to the value of nearly, that he waa
attempted yesterday, three
hungry and had not eaten
b- - call-'a- s
where the local officers leffeeted his officers stating'
for two days. He says Collins is not
significatnas General Bernardo Re- $100.
in IhWf and General Diaz will have to
positivelythat
ed off on account' of the political
arrest. On being taken to breakfast
the opposition candidate for
"From letters received by the Pue- - his right name, and that tin nrm t,
In Mexico.
(Continued on Page 4)
General Geronimo president, is governor of that sta'e. ' bio police it is believed that Collins tell it. on account
the next morning he struck the offl- of his family.:'
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oldest three or four weeks. How preeent general manager of the Cana-ne- a
company, will become the head of
ever, Joe is hopeful that she will get
home sick before half that time has the new consolidation. The Fhelps-Dodg- e
company, so it is said, will
expired.
Engineer C. A. Wolf was dispatch go into the railroading business ?x- ed to Albuquerque yesterday, where clusively. In combination with the
A
he took engine 1643 out of the back Rock Island, these two mammoth In
Bhops and Engineer George Sells han- teresta propose building a great rival
down the line to system to the Harrlman
201
southern
dled enr!5
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 3. Every- - for the lSUx sessions are already In
J. E. Durbin, a passenger conductor is in three sections and when the pin Rio Grande division.
Much comment has been caus
lines.
and Indications are there will
autothing is in readiness for the 17th MS.spokane
on the Frisco road, running between is raised the coupler opens
a
A. B. Walker, a Santa Fe tele- ed by the recent enlargement of the
be
ngnt Deiweea
nveiy
slons of the National Irrigation Conmatically. With the coupler a patent
went up to Wagon Mound capital stock of the El Paso & SouthPueblo, San Francisco, Chicago, St
Fort Scott, Kan., and Joplin, Mo., who wag
grapher,
which
9
on
a
sleeve
in
to
14,
also granted
Spokane. August
from this city yesterday afternoon on western from $17,500,000 to $25,000,-000- , gress
with big son, Votow, a machinist, seLouis, Rochester, N. Y., and Charlesis operated with two pins and can
and the general opinion is that when experts will discuss problems of ton, S. C. The last named has the
No. 10 to relieve Operator E. O. Zimcured a patent on an automatic safe
whereas
In
ten minutes,
be removed
Waimlng arId and 8wamp land8' fo! support of the entire southern delegaty car coupler a few weeks ago, has it requires from an hour to an hour merman, who will indulge himself In the increase had much to do with
deep wat"way9'
one-fifteventual
extension
a
EI
of
Paso
a
the
of
while Colorado counts upon the
east
vacation
sale
the
tt'tTy'
contracted for
trip
and the conservation of tion,
and a half to remove the sleeves of
C. F. Duncan, a Santa Fe telegraph
western
a. the link between the-u!ldlnstates. San Francisco has
Interest in the coupler for $25,000.
. natural, resources. Geo,
other couplers."
come out from Topeka Rock Island terminal at TucnmcariJ the country
of landing the solid vote of the
has
The buyer was C. B. Haley, of Den-reoperator,
hopes
The Durblns have not abandoned
V'mW
"
'
Pacific states and a sprinkling from
and checked his trunk to Rowe sta-- N. M, and the eastern terminal of tbeE"
an extensive land owner of Colo
U1
re- with the Frisco bethe
their
positions
amng
11
De,
now
C.
rail
Twll
F.
in
Spreckles
concerned
line,
the east, while Chicago, St Louis and
where he relieves
with
building
tlon,
rado, who also is
cause of the good luck that has be
it'&fLun Lives xjuiu vveiy s.aiv auu leicampRochester are making gum-sho- e
the latter going to Maxwell haste from San Diego.
road contracting.
in the union and the provinces
fallen them incident to this patent linger,
rltory
j
6lt
down a
(here.
Mr. Durbin and bfs son have Just
and
holding
aigns.
City
In Canada, 30 delegates from Europe,
JThey expect to go Uo work inde
Twas a Glorious Victory.
R. Insinger, chairman of the board
.'
.
Fireman L. Van Arsdale, who had!
returned to Fort Scott from Denver,
these couplers, if Vwwi .
making
pendently
i ill? tn Fitrirtra
Vi
A
H
fY...
r
There
fviKKnonl
nnfit
tho
Tjjnn
of control, will open the sessions st
where tbey closed the sale for tbe
do not sell their control, and
cerB' offlclaIs 10 o'clock
has been saved, and now br. '
two months, on account of provoking "'f'1"?
the morning of August 9
fraction of interest In the patent they
New Discovery is the talk of 'of the United States forestry and re- not anxious to sell
are
they
President Barstow, afhas resumed
and
illness,
by
Introducing
They refused to accent $55,000 lor a
protracted
town
C.
for
V.
curing
Pepper of 'clamation services, railroad presidents,
The Durblns formerly lived In Kan
Chloral society,
which
ter
the
toil
determined
his
and
Spokane
interest.
again deadly lung hemorrhages. "I could banker,
.daily
controlling
sas City, where the father was in the
enS neers; "nnert, orchard-an- 250
now proposes to make up for not work nor get about." he writes.
voices, under the direction of Karl
he
The story of the discovery of this
real estate business years ago. An
"and 016 doctor did mp no Bod but ists and truck Sardener9- will sing the Irrigation
coupler, which has netted the Durblns other son, Blaine A. Durbin, formerly lost time '
after using Dr. King's . New Discovery1 Various stages of the development Riedelsberger,
Ode. Governor Hay and Mayor Pratt
of Houston, Texas thrpe
,
a snug fortune and which promises was a
Adams,
,,
v
George
n
k
- ui Ills?
'
"
BUnu will then deliver brief addresses of
pitcher on the Chicago Nation said to be a resident of that city,
i auiiiv; iiuiiuncoi Tfiia
a much greater pecuniary yield in al
S
floats and other devices
elaborate
baseball team.
y
League
sore
'
or
diseased
weak,
In
welcome, the responses being by Mr.
was
chair
The
found
one
dead
a
coughs
to
lungs,
interest
of
is
come,
Sunday
years
two P1"80'8 ot progress and a
Barstow and others. Following the
car on a Santa Fe passenger train and colds, hemorrhages, hay fever, Ialn
father has been a railroad man for
in review vi me uiuutsu iai auu
asuima or any Dronenia:
siilw,
RAILROAD
of a message from President
on
to
was
his
He
near
Trinidad.
thirty-fivSeveral
NOJES
ago,
way
years
fectlon It stands unrivaled. Price bOo
years.
men and 35 reading
10,000
and $1.00. Trial bottle free. Sold and irrigation army, ,
Taft, the various committees will be
,
while taking his train out of Fort
Eugene A. Douglas Las been employ San Francisco. Heart trouble Is
bands of music,
and the executive commitguaranteed by all druggists.
to have been the cause.
Scott he ran into a wreck, where a ed as a machinist in the shops here
on August 10, 11 and 12, when the elec- appointed
o
rePurnH.-lrwas
tee will make its report. Among th
The second Job for engineer on!
Engineer Pat
disengaged car coupler had fallen to
If it Is true that every man has trical Illuminations and decorations speakers on the afternoon program)
the track and ditched nine cars. With the Glorleta mountain run is still cently put In charge of the SanVa Fe's
will be the most pretentious ever atbis
will be the following:
price a lot of them look like 30
mechanical department at Lamy Junchis eon, Votow, who was on the train, open.
tempted In this part of the west. There
Dr. George C. Pardee, Oakland, fov
he began figuring how an appliance
Only two extra jbrakemen were tion, left Las Vegas for his new field cenls.
will also be demonstrations of 14 meth
mer governor of California; F. N.
could be invented which would ob- marked up for duty at the local yard of operations last'evenlng, accompanods of supplying moisture to the land
Newell, director United States reclaied by his family. Their household Chamberlain's ' Colic, Cholera and Dl-- !
viate such difficulties. The son, a office last evening.
by artificial means and exhibits of mation
arrhoea Remedy Never Known
service; Joseph M. Carey,.
effects were shipped to that place yesmachinist later whittled out a "dum
Frank Ackerman has just taken
products.
to Fail.
Wyo., author of Carey arst;;
Cheyenne,
my" coupler with his pocket knife physician's examination to be a Santa terday.
One of the entertainment features
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Dr. E. A. Bryan, president Washington
Frank L. Myers, superintendent of
and the contrivance they have just had Fe fireman on the New Mexico divis
Cholera and Diarrhoea
since is a public initiation of the delegates Rtate
General Bea J. VHJoea,
the Rio Crande division of the Santa It was first introduced toRemedy
patented is the result From tests ion. '
the public In 'to the congress inu tbe Aiystenous La college;
M.
N.
There will be a nb-li-e
Mesa,
sanitarium,
left
at
remained
has
Lee
made the coupler has already estabSt
inJoseph's
Fe,
Engineer
Wright
1872, and have never found one
and the installaOrder of
Masonic
an
at
stance where a cure was not speedily tion of
temple in tli
reception
lished its worth and the Durblns be- home a trip and dosed himself with Albuquerque, after recovery fronf
the supreme officer under the
closing the first day'
lieve it will become as generally medicine that a phylslclan had pre operation that saved his life. Myers, effected by its use. I have been a com- direction of Iiuperiaf
evening,
Kopsane Seabury
mercial traveler for eighteen years,
some time ago, chewed at a straw, and
used within a few years as the cele scribed.
never start on a trip without this, Merritt and his staff on the evening of
und
down
his
There
throat
airbrake.
hot
which
a
R.
Fireman
R.
Green caught
brated Westlnghouse
slipped
my faithful friend," says H. S. Nichols Friday, August 13. There will also be
CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY.
cinder in an eye, with the result that worked itself into a gland there, of Oakland, Ind. Ter. For sale by all a series of
are 17,000 patented car couplers.
receptions, banquets and
'
dealers.
blood
the
Durbin lately went to
patent he had to lay off and give tbe optic causing
Mothers who value their own compoisoning.
excursions to nearby lskee and reConductor J. A. Woodlief, who has
and the welfare of their children
and, brought some needed, careful attention.
office in "Washington
fort
A girl suppresses the crying habit sorts.
Mike Hart, a Santa Fe brass pound- been a patient at the local railroad
never be without a box of
home the report that his coupler was
should
of
G.
L.
the
SpokMonroe, secretary
when it begins to make her nose red.
an improvement over any yet patent er, has gone back to Fulton from hospital for some days, threatened
ane chamber of commerce, ha& receiv- Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
ed. National railway men's conven- Rowe, at which station he had been with a fever, departed for Vaughn on
ed voluntary pledges from 150 hotels Children, for use throughout the seaDisagreeable at Home
No. 7 last evening, warned, however,
tions have approved the coupler and employe's for a number of weeks.
Lots of men and women who are and restaurants that there will be no son. They break up colds, cure fevea
the interstate Commerce commission . Engineer E. E. Bailey and Fireman not to resume work on the road In agreeable with others, get "cranky" at advances in rates, and in addition he lshness, constipation, teething disorBut, of home. Its not disposition, Its the lfver. has offers from 530 members of the ders, headache and stomach troubles.
is considering the matter of recom C. L. Comstock made a trip to Lamy side of at least ten days.
you find in yourself that you feel
Sold by
mending the adoption of this cot pier Junction after engine 1200, which had course, he will take out the first train If
cross around the house, .little things organization who will each entertain These powders never fall.
the
event
the
alter
de
which
been pulling a work train on that that conies his way
on all trains, in
reaching
accept-anDon't
25c.
all
stores,
Bala
their
to
at
drug
one
of
four
bottle
from
worry you, just buy
delegates
division point on the Belen cut-ofsigners of .the contrivance would be stretch of track.
lard's Herbine aud put your liver In homes. Fifteen hundred high school
substitute. A trial package will
come fabulously wealthy.
Brakeman J. T. Harrison was
R. F. Hays has made but two trips shape. You and everybody around you students will' also be at. the disposal be sent free to any mother who will
The coupler Is made in such a man brought to the Las Vegas railroad on his passenger run since his return will feel better for It. Price 60 cents of the
address Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy
delegates as secretaries.
bottle. Sold by Center, Block Dener that when one drawhead is pull- hospital yesterday afternoon from from taking baths a
Excelsior per
Advance guards of the cities bidding N. Y.
pot Drug Co.
ed out or becomes disengaged the Vaughn. It is thought he is afflicted Springs, Mo. The bothersome and
same cannot fall, but is held intact with appendicitis.
aggravating hay fever has gotten a hold
D. J. Flnnegan, the dispatcher at on his system that he cannot well
This dropping of sections of car
Agents
. couplings causes scores
of accidents the E. P .& S. W. office in Tucum- shake off. It is even harder to get
Agents
CKOSSETT
each year. The Durbin coupler, even, carl, has taken a lay off of two rid of than that proverbial smile that
ULTRA
if turned upside down, cannot become months and is visiting the Pacific Richard is wont to wear when on
Hhoes
Shoes
unfastened.
coast and northwest
duty and feeling like himself in every
for
WJ
U. S. G. Cunningham, foreman of a particular. It will come off occasion"It will hold intact the same as a
lor
ESTABLISHED
1062
(Dur
came
Conductor
Men
bridge and building force, here,
string of spools," says
ally, when occasion would seem to
Women
bin, "no matter how long the train back last evening from Maxwell City, demand, but not so with the hay
may be." The couplet Is a wedged where be had been on matters con fever. It stays with Its victim till
shape affair, with a head or knuckle, nected' with the position he fills.
frost comes, no matter what betide.
It Firemen J. A. Bailey and J. R. Mcand tapers towards the bottom.
The wife and children of W. Y.
Cabe, who missed a trip or two for Black, maintenance clerk in the ofhealth reasons, are again occupying fice of General Superintendent R. J.
the left side of an engine cab and Parker at La Junta, arrived in Las
ringing the bell at road crossings.
Vegas yesterday afternoon, soon to
The Santa Fe Pacific railway com be Joined here by the old man. Mrs.
when
R E HERE,,
axe,
pany is filing on 97,795 acres of pub Black is a sister of Danny Rhodes,
good health, with its blessings, must un- lic land with lien land script in Cha the
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who
blossom
will
hackman,
more essential, more
cool
,
derstand, quite clearly, that it involves the ves county, eighty miles east of
Into a dry farmer as soon as the opterm
all
the
in the vicinity of the new town portunity for which he is patiently
question of right living with
time in the year.
appriciated,
implies. With proper knowledge of what of Soott.
Mr. Black
waiting presents itself.
is best, each hour of recreation, of enjoyEngineer Homer R. Whltlock and has been with the Santa Fe company
Dresses,
ment, of contemplation and of effort may Fireman J. M. Sundt have gone to many years and formerly resided In
will
be made to contribute to living aright. Domingo to be .employed on the tie this city of maginificent distances
Then the use of medicines may be dis- run out of that station that used to and brotherly love. A camping party
in the service
during
be named after the governor of the to mountain streams has already
pensed with to advantage, but under orwho
know
territory.
been arranged by people
dinary conditions in many instances a
days.
Conductor J. F. Mulhern Is ill of full well where to go and what to do
simple, wholesome remedy may be invalufever
malarial
and
akin
to
after they reach the spot selected.
able if taken at the proper time and the something
Conductor J. W. Burks has been as"If anybody finds my boy, Ray E.
California Fig Syrup Co. holds that it is
to his passenger run till Jack
signed
who ran away from his home
Marshall,
alike important to present the subject
Is himself again, at least to all in422 South Fourth street Atchison,
We have about a dozen neat, serviceable wash dresses, all Spring styles, well made,
at
one
the
to
and
perfect tents and
supply
truthfully
purposes.
and Linen.
that
information
me
or
sends
Kan.,
perfect fitting and nicely trimmed, made from Gingham, .Chambray, Madras,
laxative to those desiring it.
we have put on
Joe O. Elledge, cashier at the local will lead to his whereabouts, I will
the
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of
the
worth
cent
are
dresses
prices
These
price
every
just
regular
Consequently, the Company's Syrup of freight
depot is now a lonely and give $50 reward and foot any expense
,.
them to close them out.
Figs and Elixir of Senna gives general disconsolate
for the bills that may be incurred," writes
One-pieand nicely CIT-- t
made
$6.00
Gingham Dress, well
satisfaction. To get its beneficial effects first time since he bowed at the
W. F. Marshall, the father, a passeng
.
for
only.
rimmed,
..ylslu
buy the genuine, manufactured by the hymeneal altar, his wife having gone er conductor on the Missouri Pacific
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e
10.00 and $1050 all Linen
nicely
Dresses,
sale
for
California Fig Syrup Co. only, and
Us 3U
across the way to Santa Fe with the railroad. The boy is sixteen yeai'3
,
trimmed with piping, for
y
Intention of remaining In the second- old, younger than he looks, stocklly
by all leading druggists.
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a
neat
12.50 French Madras
Dresses, very
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built, weighs about 140 pounds, dark
dress, well and tastefully made
brown hair, gray eyes, fair complex
ML
ion, square chin, with email mole
about the size of an O on left cheei.
GINGHAMS
left home about two years ago and
He
evy
his parents have been grieving about
Some very pretty Waists, remnats of several lines, well and neatly Several pieces bordered Zephyr,
Gingham, neat, desirable patterns,
This young Ameri
him ever since.
made, nicely trimmed with embroidery and Val. lace,
49o
fast colors, very popular,
to
75c
$1.50,
from
worth
only
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not
did
to
his
can, according
father,
worth 25c, for ..190
a
drink or smoke when at home, but
AW MECHANIC ARTS
A good variety of styles in a Batiste", waist, trimmed with tucks,
M
A nice assortment of fancy Zephyrs,
serviceable and perfect fitting,
he had a fondness for theaters, pool,
wide, fast colors, good
' lace and embroidery, neat,
97o
worth $1.75 for
To promote Liberal and
"He is no
17 o
boxing gloves and horses.
patterns 25c, for
fart-ju- g
criminal, but has only run away.'
Practical Education."
Linen
and
from
made
white
best Scotch Ginham, fast
Fancy
Another lot of Waists
writes the father.
HAOLEY MALL
colors and good patterns,
( MORPIU ACT Or882)
Waistings, and white Madras with colored figures, a good variety
j
.
Administration Building
$1.09
to
25o
$1.50
for
worth 33c, for
$L75,
of styles, worth
It is announced that the great
Civil
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The course in Mechanical, Electrical and
Engineering are of the highest grade. Requirement for entrance and graduation
are the fame as those of the best technical school. Graduate from these course
Two entire
are always in demand at good salaries. Sis instructors in engineering.
buildings (besides space in two others) are devoted to engineering, and another is
needed to accommodate machinery and electrical apparatus recently purchased.
Besides the College course in Engmeerinj then is n Industrial Course in Practical Mechanics
which include tone high school work and a great deal ol shop work, mechanical drawing, care and
operation of machinery, etc This course is a good preparation for any of the mechanical industries.
It can be entered by a boy who has finished the eighth grade,

Complete eoDegiata and industrial courses are offered in Agriculture, Business, and Household
Economics. Also a General Scientific College course, a college preparatory course, and courses in
o.
voice, band and
English and Spanish Stenography. Good facilities for studying
orchestra. AccommodaOoos ate comfortable and expenses low. Faculty of thirty eight. Eleven
;

buildings.

Write for Catalogue

W. E. GARRISON

COLLEGE. N. MEX.

corporation,

operating

in New Mexico and Arizona, will dis

pose of its mammoth copper interests
in the two territories to the Cole-Ryasyndicate, which will take over
its Copper Queen and Cananea properties. James Douglas, it is said, will
retire from the head of the PhelpsDodge company on the first of the
year and that step will also mark
the retirement of the Phelps-Dodg- e
company from the copper business
According to an unnamed official, the
I I Copper Queen and Cananea concerns
J I will consolidate, and Dr.. Ricketts

MILLINERY

n

I

J

Address the President

AGRICULTURAL

Phelps-Dodg- e

We still have a few high class Hats,

styles,
Spring and
tastefully trimmed and worth
$5.00 to $10.00 each. To close
them out we will eell them at

just

OncHaif

PRICE.

SHOE. DEPARTMENT
Ladies' Oxfords, new, nobby models, worth $3.50 and

4.00, for
$1.98
Men's Oxfords, the "Crossett" make, worth J3.50 and 4.00, for. .. $1.98
Men's Canvas Oxfords, an ideal Hot Weather shoe,
$1.30
Boys' Oxfords in Patent leather and tan Calf, sizes 2 to
6, worth $2.50 pair, for ...$1 90
Barefoot Sandals, worth 75c, for .
60c
"
"
"
65o
85c, for
" $1.00, for
"
"
75o

r
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CHEAT INTEREST

COMING RIFLE TOURNAMENT

IN DRY FARMING

BIG REDUCTION

ABSOHBLtTS

ON

GREATEST EVER HELD

That murh interest is manifested 1n
this section in dry farming propcsl-tlon- s
"Dad, I was simply great In relay
Is lndlra'ed conclusively by the events," boasted the boy from college.
"Good enough, son. We'll make use
Washington. Aug.f 2. FnJm August trophy, for each member of the twelve fact that Las Vegas will be well repwill receive a medal. In the resented at the mee:ing of the Natio- of them talents. Your ma will soon
9 to September 4, the rifle ranee at team
Congress, which will be be ready to relay the carpets." Red
rimn Perrv. Ohio, will be In constant national Individual match there will nal Irrigation
a
I e kavc a good variety of Rubber
in
be thirty-ninduring the present Hen.
Spokane
j0'heJd
prizes
amounting
Atrttnrt nmmnt. .m
month.
$390. with the
Tire Buggies and Surreys which
same number of
be In progress with thousands of medals. In tte
"Work of art!" exclaimed the critic.
There will be at least five Las VeDuP(mt Tyro match
we are offering at a bargain.
marksmen, scorers and attendants In shot under the auspices of the O. S. gans who will attend the congress. "Say, if that daub Is a work of art,
The program R. A., the prize money amounts to They will go as the representatives of then I am an idiot"
camp on the range.
Las Vegas and also San Miguel coun"The latter part of your statement,"
includes the seventh annual matches $400, divided Into forty-twprizes,
under the National Board of Promo- - The Ohio matches all carry from ty. They will be members also of the rejoined the artist, calmly, "would
seem to furnish conclusive proof that
tlon of Rifle Practice; and twenty- - four to twelve or more prizes.
l
As general New Mexico delegation.
The discussions at the Congress wlU it is a work of art." Chicago News.
seventh annual matches of the Na- - the matches of the National Rifle
Rifle association; the sixth an- -' pociatlon will be conducted on a per- - attract much attention. The talks are
nual matches of the Ohio State Rifle centage basis, it is impossible to tell generally quite practical and it is
"Woaien must tontider it 1 drend-fu- l
association, the first annual matches how much money will be divided or very probable that much information
fate to be old maids," mused Mr.
of the Department of the Lakes Rifle the number of the prizes In the big will be obtained which will aid in re- Chugwater.
association, and the regular competi- matches. It is expected, however. claiming much of the land In this sec- - "They do, Josiah," said Mrs. Chugtion of the Ohio national guard. The that In some of the great individual tltm ian,xSx the dry farming pro- - water. "Look what terrible noodles
Ohio national guard matches "are for matches like the Leach Cun match cess
they sometimes marry to escape It."
TUB PLAZA
members of that organization ex- the total prize money, will approxiDry farming is being done on an
And Josiah rubbed bis chin, but said
clusively. They will begin August 9, mate five or six hundred dollars and extensive scale in New Mexico, the ex- nothing.
Imme- perhaps more. All the entrance fees periment is proving a decided success
and number five matches.
comes
matches
the
less the actual expense of operating and good crop are being raised.
Somewhere in ancient history
diately following
of the Ohio State Rifle association. the range, will be returned to the
The story has been told
Deafness Cannot be Cured.
which are open only to its members contestants in the N. R. A- - matches.
That anything that Midas touched
and members of the Ohio national For thernatlonaI matches, congress by local applications, as they cannot
Was quickly turned to gold.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
But
guard, thirteen matches In all. Next furnishes the prize money.
by far a stranger sight
There is only one way to cure deaf( Incorporated)
in order are the matches of the Ohio
We In this age behold
ness, end that is by constitutional
State Rifle association, which are DEATH CLAIMS FORMER
Some men now turn to anything
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous linIf they are touched with gold.
open to all comers. They will number
WHOLESALE
ATTORNEY GENERAL VICTORY ing of the Eustachian
Tube. When
twenty-eighmaking the total number
Chicago News
th's tube is Inflamed you have a
and Dealer m In
forty-onO.
A.
R.
S.
of matches of the
sound or imperfect hearing,
Yesterday at Santa Fe occurred the rumbling
"You have discharged two chauf
and when it is entirely closed. DeafWOOL,
The matches of the Department of death of John P. Victory, who served ness is the result, and unless the in- feurs.?"
as
of
attorney
the
general
territory flammation can be taken out and this "Yes," answered Mr. Chugglns. "The
the Lakes Rifle association, which
under Governor W. T. Thornton, and tube restored to its normal condi- one I had when I first got die machine
Houae
will be shot under the direction of
who until failing health forced his re- tion, bearing will be destroyed for- insisted on
violating the speed limits."
the O. S. R. A., number six. They
La
causcases
of
are
ten
out
nine
ever;
M.M.,
Albuquerque, Mm Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Vega.
tirement from active practice, was a ed
And the second?"
will be eonflned to teams and citizens
by Catarrh, which is nothing but
Mm
Mm Mm,
M.,
member
Peooa,
Mexico
New
of
the
Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
Well. I had got more accustomed
an inflamed condition of the mucous
from Ohio, Indiana. Illinois, Wiscon- leading
bar.
In
the
nineties
he
served
surfaces.
early
to
the machine, and he refused to go
sin, Michigan and Kentucky, whlcn as assistant
secretary of the territory We will give One Hundred Dollars faster than the law allows." Washstates comprise the Department of the
BAIN WAGONS, the
of
case
for
deafness
Farm Wagon mada
any
(cansed by
and later was a member of the tipper
Lakes.
cannot be cured by ington Star.
that
catarrh)
of
was
the
He
SA
LEY
a
RACINE'
77
legislature.
- body
COT,,
Vehicles
nationHall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirPreliminary practice for the
-- -r
w me new culars, free. .
The mayor of the city of Chicago,
al matches will begin on
NAVAJO
BLANKETS
Friday, Mexico61
F. J. Cheney & Co. Toledo, Ohio. with a merry party of friends,
department O. A. R. The
enjoyed
August 20. and continue on Saturday.
Sold by drugfrlsts, 75c."
tak PIaco tomorrow morning
an auto trip trip across Iowa. It was
the range will be closed. On ?rtU wU.1
Take
Hall's
for
Pills
consti
Family
from the Catholic church In Santa
fine summer weather.
Monday,. August 23, the national team
with burial In Fairview cemetery pation.
When nearing Des Moines, the may
match will be opened, to be followed Fe,
tuere
Judging from the freckles en the or, wishing to make sure he was tak
by the national individual rifle match j
summer girl's face, the open season ing the right road toward the capital
and the national Individual pistol
tor sun spots Is now on.
city, brought the chugging motor to an 1,000 lbs.,
match. These matches should be MEETING OF BOARD
more, each delivery, 20c per 100
OF BAR EXAMINERS
abrupt stop before a very respectable (,000 lbs.,
completed by Friday, August 27,
3,000
lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
Take Notice
appearing farmhouse.
when the National Rifle association
200
each delivery, 30c per 100 lbsi
lbs.,
1,000
lbs.,
All persons are recommended to
A meeting of the territorial board
"Halloo, there!" he shouted, but got
matches begin.
They include seveneach delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
200
back- no
take
for
lbs.,
50
lbs.,
Foley's
Remedy
Kidney
of bar examiners was held yesterday
response from a farmer with broad
teen matches.
ache, rheumatism and kidney and bladLess
each
50
lbs.,
a
headgear energetically
delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
wielding
der trouble. It will quickly correct
Curing the period from August 8 to at Santa Fe.
,
if
scythe.
W.
20 the targets will be manned by a
Lucas
J.
Las
of
which,
may
neglected,
Attorneys
Vegas,
into a serious illness. It will
Somewhat put out, the mayor sent
brigade of the Ohio national guard, and Julius Staab of Albuquerque, were develop
restore health and strength. Do not his chauffeur Into the field.
and shooting will be in progress from present, while Attorney Charles C. neglect signs of kidney
or bladd r
Harvesters, Stoi era and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
"Sir, do you realize who my master
8 to 11:30 a. m., and from 1 to 5 Catron was absent. Temporary rules trouble and risk Bright's disease or
and lasting' qualities of which have made Las Vegas
out
. O. G.
is?"
there
aurity
diabetes.
and
Schaefer
and
Red
were
the.
discussed
"o'clock in the afternoon,
as
well
regulations
During
famous.
Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
Co.
"No.
Crosa
Who
is
he?"
Drug
as
the time for holding the next exammatches of the National Board for,
"He's the mayor of Chicago."
Promotion of Rifle Practice and the.lnatlon of applicants for the bar.
Tea doesn't make a fellow feel quite "So?Tell him he is doubly welcome
The board decided to hold the first
"'National Rifle assoclatidn, the range
vtl be officered and manned by the 'examination under the new law on so chesty as some other things that in the hayfield. I'm the ' governor of
Iowa, myself." Philadelphia Record.
United States army and the national August 24 and all applications must don't come in a chest.
guard. Markers and scorers will be.be in the hands of the secretary and
PILES1 PILES! PILES!
The principal of a Westcountry colfurnished by .the army, a regiment be- - treasurer by August 20th.
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wil lege, in a talk before the student body,
ing detailed for duty at the range.
Teams entering the national match BLOOD POISON FATAL
lure Blind, Bleedng and Itching Piles, was deploring the practice common
e
Will fifth or c ii Via far fnamDalvns
it
the tumors, allays Itching among children of getting help in their
WHOLESALE GROCERS
'
santa fe pioneer at absorbs
once, acts as a poultice, gives lessons, and the- tendency among par
has appropriated
Instant relief. Williams' Indiaa Pile ents to give it too generously. As an
$12,000 for the!j Michael
and
Berardlnelll, a pioneer of Ointment
messing of competitors dutring the Samta
is prepared tor Piles and illustration he told the following in
where
had
he
lived for
Fe,
cident:
national matches.
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
I
died there Sunday after a Itching of the private parts. Sold by
a
The
mother
of
small
A careful estimate of the number many years,
All
in
kinds of Native Products.
BOc
pupil
Wll
mail
and
$1.00,
druggists,
Richmond . school had
struggled
Grain
lams'
"teveland
Co.,
"
Sacks, Hay Presses.
Mfg
Props.,
"
tuliThe deceased was born in Italy 64
O. For sale by Center b.ck Drug though the problems assigned for the
of Drug-- and Patent Medicines.
matcnes memoes xuu regular
Wholesalers
, iue
and
settled
at
first
years ago
Trinidad,
next lesson, ana aaa nnauy oo- icuiiua
army officers; 1,000 enlisted men, V. later going to Santa Fe, where
r0
Hig-Fuse and Caps.
Explosives,
in the
tained what appeared to be satisfac
S. A., team contestants and officers,
he was engaged In the con
early
days
900; national guardsmen not attached
The man who never has occasion to tory results. The next day, when the
The
Headquarters in the Territory for
little
returned from' school, the
to teams and civilian rifle club mem trading and building business.
funeral took place there today, burial buy an udibrella Is one kind of a mothergirl
some
with
inquired,
bers, 300 to BOO; brigade O. N. G.,
curiosity:
hustler.
being In Rosario cemetery.
BOO.
"Were your problems correct, dear?"
The prize list at the matches at
"No, mamma," replied the child.
If you are all run down Foley's
Florence was the maid of all work Kidney Remedy will help you.
Camp Perry is very attractive to rifle
It 'They were all wrong.'
"All wrong?" repeated the amazed
men, as the money will be largely in in a family who lived in an apartment strengthens the kidneys so
they will
-excess of any heretofore divided and!and went home every night to sleep, eliminate the Impurities frou the parent. "Oh, I'm so sorry."
blood that depress the nerves, and
the prize lists' will be much larger. One morning she, appeared bright and cause exhaustion,
Well, mamma, you don't need to be
backache, rheumatthree-foot
in
her
hand
a
In the national team match the prizes early, carrying
F . MEXICAN AIEZCLE
FILL
ism and urinary irregularities, which sorry," was1 the reply. "All the other
section of gas pipe.
sap the vitality. Do not delay. Take mammas had theirs wrong, too."
are' as follows: Class A, $450, $350,
"What In the world are you going to Foley's Kidney Remedy at once. O. G. Philadelphia Inquirer.
$300 and $250; Class B, $350, $250, $225
and $200; class C, $300, $200, $175 do with that, Florence?" asked her Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
'
and $150. In addition there is a mis'res3.
Ladies and gentlemen," he said, ex
Love will ' find a way if the old
"That's only a club, missus," anconsiderable nervousness, "If
hibiting
man
is willing to supply the grub I had
swered the girl. "I's lookin' for a nigknown that I was ito be called on
THINK THIS OVER.
;
stake.
what called nje a nigger."
tonight I should have taken the trouble
We offer your money back if you use a ger
Bar-nothin- g
if
hit
to look up ah that is, I should have
with
that
you
anyone
"Why,
bottle
of
Rexall
large
"93 Hair Tonic
Fiends
Baby Morphine
and are not satisfied with what it does for you will kill him.'
fortified myself with ah
as I have
" 'Tain't a him, missus, it's a her, an' are made by all soothing syrups and
you. We do this because it seldom fails
I
if
had
been
aware
said,
that I
just
medicines
contain
that
baby
opium
to effect a complete cure of dandruff, sealp
I
nd naroctics. McGee
Baby Elixir was to be asked to address you on this
Irritation and falling hair. Can you ask a anyhow ain't goin' to hit her. Anyor narcotls drugs suspicious occa I mean auspicious ocbetter argument why you should try it? body what's got a club like that don't contains no in'ur'ous
Two sizes, 50c and $1,00.
have to hit. They can say what they of any kind. A sure and 6afe cure casion I should have primed myself
for disordered stomachs, bowels and
E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.
wants to.'
fretfulness splendid for teething in with facts concerning the subject to
fants. Sold by Center Block Depot which I have been or rather the sub
Drug Co.
ject that has been assigned, to me. I
assure you, ladles and gentlemen, that
The trouble with the average man it
gives me great pleasure to ah to
is that he isn't honest with himself.
it is one of the most pleasant moments of my lives to most pleasant
The Crime of Idleness.
moments of my life to meet you here
Idleness means trouble for any one.
It's the eame with a lazy liver. It tonight There is a story of of a
causes constipation, headache, Jaun- story you, will please pardon me If I
dice, sallow complexion, pimples and
as I can't remember just now
This means that August 5 to 8, inclusive, you may buy a thirty-da- y blotches, loss of appetite, nausea, but readyit,
is it may be more ah fallathat
Dr.
New
Life
statesman. "Under
soon
Pills
lie," said she. "1 watched you closely, the
banish
King's
round trip ticket from Las Vegas, N. M., to Salt Lake City
liver troubles and build up your health. cious, or felicitous, I should say,
and
two.
wind
or
a
It
such
as
you
gave
only
that how many of
for
provision
provided you ask for ticket to Salt Lake City and
ah read it if you will
with. me.
25c at all druggists.
didn't you complete the Job?"
do you think, would hnld the
Why
them,
return reading via Santa Fe to 'and from Denver, Colorado
I al
did not expect when I came
"Sure, mum, ye havn't forgot that job even four years?"
Too many nightcaps will keep a, fel- here to ah
Springs or Pueblo. All Denver trains of the Santa Fe oass
to ah to "
,
I'm leavin'
have ye?" asked
'
Still, they provided that a president
Colorado
low
all
and
through
up
Springs
Pueblo, affording
night
Then he got his manuscript out of Mollie. T
ain't goin' to be doin anny might be impeached tinder certain,
unrivaled 120 mile view of the Rockies.
his pocket and read for fifty seven min
of the new girl's work ! " Farpers.
conditions, but It was clearly underNo matter how long you have suf- utes Chicago Record-Heralstood that this was only a bluff. Chifered, Foley's Kidney Remedy will help
you. Mrs. S. L. Bowen, of Wayna, W.
Tribune.
Mollle, the Irish domestic in the
The early fathers, were evolving the cago
Vs.. writes: "I -- was a sufferer from
G. A. R..
kidney disease, so that at times I ould service of a Wilmington household, constitution of the United States.
For indigestion and all Btonmcb.
not get out of bed, and whsn I did, I w j one afternoon doing certain odd
Fall particulars about tickets, stopovers, through cars, also
"Suppose," suggested a
trouble
take Foley's Orino Laxative as
Folcould
not
stand
I
took
be
had
straight
bits of work about the place when her statesman, "we make the president's
literature, may
by applying to
it stimulates the stomach tni liver and
ey's Kidney Remedy. One dollar bot- mistress found occasion to rebuke her tenure of office
R. W. HOYT, Agent,
,
dependent on his good
tle
part of tie second cured me
regulates the bowels and will posltlv
Las Vegas, N. M.
behavior."
entirely." It will euro you. O. (i. for one piece of carelessness.
ely cure habitual constipation. O. Q.
"You haven't wpund the clock, Mol- Schaefer and Red Crotfa Drug Co.
do
"Never
in the world!" exclaimed Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
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matters whl:li a'e . immediava pirl
Importance. The .iiulrman EhoulJ ca'-- .
such a meeting, we think, and call
ESTABLISHES 1879.
for general diacussion and expression
of opinion on question that should be
PDBLXSHED BY i
settled c petdily, A, 'well organised and
The Optic Publishing Company thoroughly business-lik- e
statehood
campaign should and must be launch(lH(VHPOaATU
ed within' a very short time unless we
K. M. r AtCiETT
EDITOR expect congress to admit us as a matter of course. Such a campaign 'requires funds. Its organization and the
collection of necessary monies should
not be left to fortuitous c!r"umstancea.
Entered at tHa PoatofflM &t vmt Last fall funds were collected in a
ana nnbusiness-UK- e
very
La Vegas. N M., as eoond-cUw- a
Batter.
manner, and It would be well for those
who collected ahd those who spent
to report their action in detail to the
RATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION
central committee. A campaign of
Dally
kind whatever, even a campaign
'any
xear oy Carrier
7.00 to
christianize the heathen, is a master
Per Month by Carrier
65
that should be conducted In accordance
Far "Week j Carrier.
"' with approved business methods. And
a political campaign, in Its very nat-Weekly.
One Tear
jdq ure, is in need of higher and more
Six Months
i.oo fjnlshed organization than any other.
Funds should be collected In accordance
THE REPUBLICAN CENTRAL COM. with a prearranged scheme and spent
for the purpose for which they were
MITTEE
(.collected.
In the past our party methods have
Forewarned ia forearmed. The com- - been successful even without perfect
lng year wlil be one of more than coheslveness on all sides; but this euo
usual importance to the republican ce8S should and., must not be taken
party of the territory. With President permanently in lieu of better and more
methods. The
Taft on record as favoring the admls- -' thorough business-lik- e
eloi, of New Mexico to the union andjPtlc thinks that It is incumbent upon
with the objections of Senator Aldrluh the chairman of the territorial cen-an- d
eome others withdrawn, It would tral committee to call his cohorts o- 6oen that we should be beginning now, 'gether and obtain their official, not
or In the very near future, to lay plans' tneIr informal opinions. In the matter
recommendations of candidates for
for a well conducted and strenuous
statehood campaign. Again several !tne judgeships and the marshalship
BOon become vacant, every
federal offices in the territory will be- - tnat
come vacant during the course of the possibility of strictly political objection
next eix months, some during the Iat- - at Washington should be obviated by
tor part of this year and some at tho!havln th6se candidates officially
of next. Strictly territorial dorsed by the central committee. Such
natters, also, would not suffer from a action would carry more weight and
IktJe careful attention. In a word, the would show more clearly and certainly
republican organization should liven tne attitude of the executive body of
'the republican party and 'no question
up a bit
The Optic calls attention to those ;cou,1 tnen De raised as to whether
by way of preface to a suggos- - tain endorsements are really party ention that we are inclined to considfir dorsements
of no little importance. After looking The Optic suggests these things for
over the situation rather carefully and what it feels to be the good of the
considering It from every possiUo party and trusts that they will repoint of view, we are of the opinion celve due and careful consideration.
6
that it would j very advisable for
the republican central committee to
meet eometlTie during the latter part
of this month or the first of net, and
Too many good things cannot be
perfect its organization with a view said about those kind people who
to strict unanimity ' and consequent furnish news for the papers. Persons
greater strength, cf action in thus who are thoughtful enough to re- -
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Something for Comfort.
Our line of Martha Washington's for Ladies.
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Plain Toe Juliet
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If anticipating. buying: a grift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST

J

$2,00
2.25

.

r

T

- Our bhoes ar reliable.

A Reminder
Gorham Silver

"
!

Hedgcock's

Common Sense Shoe Store
Cll Douglas Avenue.

llp-sno- d

J. TAUPERT, Jeweler and Optician.
E. Lns Vegan, N. M.
600 Douglas Avenue.
,

member personal Items of Interest
about themselves and their friends,
and then are accommodating enough
to tell them' to a reporter when he
calls, are certainly deserving of the
sincerest thanks, to say the least, of
Of an even more
the newspapers.
appreciated class are those who call
up on the telephone or drop Into the
office as they pass v by, to give an
Item.
Papers must depend for their

i

of their friends in letting them nave
It. Perhaps few of these people realize the immense value of such news,
yet they unselfishly think up items
that they believe will be of interest.
As a matter of fact the Items are
usually of much more appreciation
than a mere "thank you" could even
suggest. Rio Grande Republican.
RICE EFFECTED
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cer-thin-
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NEWS-GIVER-
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Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut Glass etc.
Tate advantage of our 1909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
..
saves you ten PER CENT on your purchase.

ESCAPE

(Continued from Page One)

climbing over the sleeping officer from
whom he had also taken $25, his revolver and his satchel, and left the
car at Needles.
"Romero failed to notify the Needles
officers for two days, and then seemed
more anxious to allow, Rice his liberty
than to undertake his capture, Deputy
Ben Williams not even returning to
Needles to aid in the search, but continuing home.
An Old Crime
"Rice was Indicted by the grand jury
of San Miguel county, New Mexico, foi
forging another man's name to a Santa Fe pay check. Prior to this crime
he had been employed by the Santa Fe
in that section as a locomotive fireman. His crime was committed at
Las Vegas, in March, 1907. He fled
to San Francisco, where he Joined the
army! and until a week ago was staSheriff
tioned in the Philippines.
Romero, learned, through a letter Rice
had written to his sweetheart, that
he was back at San Francisco, and he
was arrested aj the Presidio."

opinion Rice and Richardson are one
GOOD ROADS COMMISSION
and. the same uiau.

"Richardson was arrested for grand
larceny. While being taken to jail in
a buggy he suddenly attacked the officer, disarmed blm, and shot bim
through the head. Sheriff Chittenden
of Fresno has ofTered a reward of
$1,000 for the capture of the fugitle.
A New Version
"A new version of the escape cf Rice
from Sheriff Cleofes Romero was
brought in from Needles yesterday.
The officer had put his prisoner o bed
In a berth, and occupied the outer side
of the berth himself. He made the
fatal mistake of disrobing and putting
his trousers up In the berth close to
Rice's head. When the officer was
asleep Rice stealthily reached into the
trouser pockets, secured the keys to
his shackles and released himself

APPOINTS

A

SUPERINTENDENT

MANY CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATIONS

NEW MEXICO GRASS
MAY MAKE NARCOTIC

ORDERED

The United States Civil Service
commission, announces the following
examinations from which to secure
eligibles for appointment. These examinations will be held in Las Vegas
at the time indicated below.
The examinations are open to all citizens of
the United States who comply with
the requirements, full particulars of
which may be obtained at the
The following are the dates,
and the positions offered:
Architectural draftsman, Philippine
service, salaries ranging from $1,800
to $2,250 per annum, August 18; as
sistant in naval Observatory, Washing
ton, D. C, male, salary $1,000 per annum, August
translator, U. S.
patent office, Washington, D. C, Salary $1,800 per annum, August 25;
scientific assistant in seed testing,
female, bureau of plant industry, department of agriculture, $840 per annum, August
assistant inspector of electric light plants, treasury department, salary $1,800 per annum,
oiler, TJ. S. military
August
West
Point, N. T., salary
academy,
$720 per annum,' August 26.

While making a trip througn the
southern part of New Mexico, Herbert
W. Wolcott, of Alamogordo, Otero
county, found a grass from which he
believes a narcotic may be extracted
which will take the place of those now
known to medicine. He sent a sample of the grass to Dr. Simon Flexner,
head of the Rockefeller Institute in
New York City. Doctor Flexner replied that the grass would be given
a thorough test at the Institute in
September.
The grass is known as ' "sleepy
grass" to the Indians residing on the
Jicarilla-Apach- e
reservation.
Cattle
and horses will eat it the first time
they see it. It makes it hem fall to the
ground in their tracks and lie In a
state of coma for two .days. When
they wake up they have no ill effects
from the opiate. But they will never
eat it again; in fact, they will run
away If it Is offered to them.
This "sleepy grass' is not to be confused with the loco weed. The grass is
a real grass, not unlike the Kentucky
The loco
blue grass in appearance.
weed is a plant and bears a flower.
Horses and cattle become loco fiends
and are worthless after tasting the
deadly stuff.
NEW COMMISSIONER
Wolcott believes this grass will
OF GUADALUPE COUNTY make a narcotic to take the
place of
those now In use, because "sleepy
Governor Curry has appointed W. grass" affects the stomach and not
B. Giddines of Puerto do Luna, com the heart of the person who takes, it.
missioner from the first district Many people with weak hearts canGuadalupe county, vice County Com- not stand the effects of ether or of
missioner Ricardo Chavez, resigned. chloroform.
Mr. Giddlngs, was recommended by
the county central committee and by
Telephone your news items to The
'
many business men.
Optic, Phone Main 2.
post-offic-

e.

24-2-

25-2-

The Good Roads commission baa
appointed C. H. Neal, of Plcacho, Lincoln county, superintendent of con
struction of the Scenic Highway be
tween Santa Fe and the upper Pecos,
work on which was resumed j.Uer
Mr. Neal Is a graduate of the
day.
Polytechnlcal School at Troy, New
has
Ydrk, and the past few years
been doing hydrographic work for
Territorial Engineer Vernon ;L. Sul
s
livan. Work on the Santa
Vegas link of the Scenic Highway was
begun yesterday by convicts who will
devote their time to placlnc In good
shape the road near Santa Fe until
the tents arrive for the camp to be
established at the top of the divide,
Fe-La-

25-2-

2s

OncPiece Dress Special
Dresses are made from Economy Linen, button and braid
med and well made, worth $4.50
and $5.00.
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Interesting News for Mothers
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ABOUT BOYS' NEEDS

E.LASVEGAS.

Special,

N.M.

Boys' wash Suits, made from Piques, Linens, Ginghams,- Economy Linen, Madras, Chambray and Galatea cloth, sizes 2 to 9
years. Regular prices, 90c to $2.75.
68c to $2.07
Special prices, ...
-

$3.00

New Arrivals

it would cost that just for the making.

Nord and

Toile Du

Red

Boys' light colored Shirts, neat stripes, 75c quality.
Special

Seal Ginghams guaranted to
Now is the

wash, especially fine for Children's school dresses.

Boys' Picnic Straw Hats
Boys' 25c Neckties Windsors and

time to buy these materials and get them made up before School
begins

15c
19c

four-in-han-

Boys' 35c Summer Balbriggan Underwear

12jc and 15c per yd.

,

55c

27c

Drapery Materials
very complete line of Silkalines,
Cretonnes, Tapestries, Figured Sateens and Fancy Denims.
We are now showing a

Tapestry, good serviceable materials in pretty pat$125 and $1. 65
terns and plain colors
50-inc-

36-inc-

h

Cretonnes, very strong weaves,

27-in- ch

10c

.

and 12jc yd.

e
IN THE

Women's Undergarments
AT SPECIAL PRICES
n

r

Jn order to

i

Shoe Dep't,

out broken lots of Women's Summer Underwear, we offer 20 PER CENT OFF on all knit goods.
I

s

12jc and l5c yd.

Silkolines, washable

h

New-Arrival-

close,

Shoes, flexible sole, turn Military heel, nice for elderly
Ladies; B. and E. width, very comfortable
$4.00
Vici-ki- d

Women's Swiss and lisle ribbed Vests and Pants, reg11c to 75c
ular l5c to $1.00, ,Now

'f.!

'

Women's Union Suits, in ankle and knee lenght, sizes 5 and
57c to 94c
6, with or without sleeves, 75c to $1.25. Now

PARASOLS
Parasols

in Pongees and Silks, some Polka dot, some

broidered; colors to match Dresses.
Specialf

?

:

25 PER CENT OFF

SILK SPE

In The Mens Dept.

em-

Also Children's Parasols.

Patent high Shoes, button, high arch, and high heel one of
the new shoes for Fall made by "Zieger's Philadelphia," makers
of high class novelties,

$1.25 and $1.50
New Shirts, narrow plaited, white
Blue Chambray, plaited
$1.25.
And the best $1.00 shirt you ever saw.
, ;

Fine

"

'

Vice-ki-

Zieger's!1 1'.

d

I.

'.V

...

.

$5.00

Shoes, Cuban heel, jstraight last, lace, high arch;
,,. . .. $4.50

Shirt Special

CIA L

Spangle .and .Spider iSilksyj DebuWnt fSilks. and ;
Waistings, worth 65c and 75c. Reduced to 48c yd.
;

.'-C-

Fancy
r

A new plaited Men's Shirt, Novelty plait, very stylish,; all
. WtM.
'.l.tf.'itt
sizes; $f.l50rvalue.'f Special
$l.i5
-- v-i.

"

!:

(SeeJWirj do w J

-

-

,

sizes, widths, and leathers,
"Krippendorf Diltman''.Shoes,-a,latest styles, at $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and $5.00.
,

tf

'
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Trustworthy

.

methods during the
many years of our
dealings have proven

the wisdom of

Schmidt
Mrs. Flora Prentice, matron of the
New5 Mexico "hospital for the insane,
is at present In Brituh Columbia,

trad- -

us. While
for a basi-- s
been
i have
for a repu- -.
tation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfactory deal we gua-

iug with
working
i.ness we
working

position at the drug store of H
Murphey.
C. T. Culley and wife, nee Schmidt,
are expected to reach Las Vegas this
evening from Greenville, Mls accompanied by the baby and Justus

Q.

where she is taking a vacation from
her duties in the local institution.
'
;
Contractor Cole, formerly of Fort
,!
Morgan, Colo., is visiting his family
In this city, from French, N. M., where
his Arm lg building a reservoir and
employing over 200 men on the work.
J. W. Raynolds. Jr., son of J. W. Ray- nolds, superintendent of the territorial
penitentiary at Santa Fe, arrived here
rantee that.
this afternoon, being met at the depot
by Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, a grand
WINTERS DRUG CO.
mother.
R. J. Taupert has returned to this
Telephone Main 3
city from Missouri points, and expects
BRIDGE STREET
to remain here for about ten days or
two weeks, when he will join his wife,
DELIVER
TELEPHONE AND WE
who Is at present In a sanitarium at
Excelsior Springs, Mo.
PERSONALS.
Max Nordhaus and Lawrence Ilfeld
H. L. Noll is la the city from Albu drove out to Trout Springs yesterday.
- querque again.
The former remained for the day,
Th08. J. Walton is in the city today while the latter will stay for
a longer visit to his mother, who Is
from Moratown.
af- at present at the resort.
town
came
to
this
Moya
Eugenio
E. Blanchard is a guest at Hotsl
ternoon from Ribera.
Q. P. Sanchez arrived here from Castaneda from Dallas, Texas; John
Bingham from Kansas City; P. E.
Watrous last evening.
Ed Crites made a getaway last night Barnes from San Francisco, W. C.
Derous from Colorado City; O. L. Burn-hafor Grand Junction, Colo.
Pueblo; T. S. Cooper, Wichita.
L. G. Shanklin Is here from St Louis
Mrs. Mollie F. Schmidt reached home
again, staying at La Pension.
last evening from a foreign trip which
H. C. Kelley is In return from
lasted several months and included
business visit to Albuquerque.
J. T. and J. R. Fernandez are at the Japan, China, Manila, crossing the Siberian desert and visiting Moscow,
New Optic from Colmor. N. M.
Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena had St Petersburg, Berlin, Paris and Lonbusiness at Wagon Mound yesterday. don.
Mrs. C. D. Anderson and children
O. O. Baisley was a visitor1 from the
Blake mine yesterday and last night. have returned to the city from a sixof
to
the vicinity
Attorney George H. Hunker return- week's camping .trip
ed from. Tucumcarl on No. 8 this morn- EI Porvenir, accompanied by her par
ents, Mr. And Mrs. S. O. Markham, of
ing.
Walter 0. Montgomery and Delfido Fort Scott Kansas, and Mrs. Russell,
Alarid are at the Eldorado hotel from also of that city.
Mrs. Felipe B. Romero, wife of the
Santa Fe.
Peter Roth has been visiting the physician at Albuquerque, arrived In
Hainlen place, accompanied by his the city this afternoon on a visit to
relatives, accompanied by Mrs. L. A.
wife and son.
J. M. Thompson, of Alvin, Texas, Bond and children of Estancia, N. M.
has returned to the Central hotel herd Mrs. Bond Is a daughter of Don Trini
dad Romero, of Las Vegas.
from a trip to Dawson.
Phil Cook returned here from Albu
Linden Burt left town this mornthis afternoon, after a long
querque
Santa
and
Fe
automobile
for
via
ing
Albuquerque, on a trip of some dura- absence from this city.
Don Pedro Llontano, wife and fam
tion.
tl'a
Mrs. Johanna Vollmer and daughters ily, returned from the south
have returned home from an outing afternoon, Mr3. Montauo having been
at the Hainlen ranch on the Sapello met by them on her way home from a
Btream.
trip to California cities.
'
D. J. Herrcn has returned to Trini
Revs. Frs. R. D'Orsi and fc. M. Garde,
S. ' J., who had been guest's of Jesuit dad, where he is district manager for
Fathers In Las Vegas, have gone to the Armour people.
Denver.
George Hubbell drove to town
Emllio Ortiz, a former county clerk from the ranch yesterday and depart
at Mora, has returned to that town to ed for Albuquerque on the afternoon
reside from a residence of several train today.
'
:WilI H. Kline, the grocers' clerk,
years at Raton.
.
Griswold, who is Interested in departed this afternoon for' Seneca
'
ithe Illinois Steel company reached the Falls, N. Y., and other places in that
Plaza hotel and sanitarium from Chi- state. He will be absent from the
cago this morning.
city about two months.
H. W. Kelly has been visiting Albu
Attorney W. J. Lucas of this city
has been attending a meeting of the querque on business.
board of examiners for admission to
C. L. Harris, a member of the for
the bar in Santa Fe.
mer firm of Fox & Harris here, is
?rtrs. Ellen !E1ce and party returned due to arrive
this evening from
home last evening from a camping Soper, Oklahoma, accompanied by
trip of a week in the vicinity of Har Mrs. Harris and children. Mrs. Har
vey's carriage house.
ris was formerly Miss Nettie Garrard.
Miss Minnie E. Craig, a city school
J. G. Wagner, an Albuquerque hard
teacher, has returned here from Gree ware merchant, stopped over in the
ley, Colo., where she attended the city this afternoon, enroute home
summer normal term.
from a purchasing trip east
Mrs. J. J. Fitzgerell, wife of a former
Don Eduardo Martinez is a busi
real estate dealer, was expected to ness visitor from Anton Chlco today.
pass through here for the east this
Stephen Powers has returned from
afternoon from the City of Mexico.
a trip made to the Tierra Amarilla
Mrs. Helen De Coursey, widow of
grant in company with a brother, A. D.
the late Thomas De 'Coursey, is in the Powers, of Chicago, who has an option
city from Vermont, looking after some on the big and valuable tract of land.
property matters, enroute to Califor- Mr. Powers was largely instrumental
nia.
In settling the country adjacent to
Rev. J. V. Wemple has returned
Aransas Pass, Texas, and is credited
from the Seattle fair, separating from with
having sold property to the value
Attorney J. D. W. Veeder in Denver, of $600,000 in that city.
where the latter will remain n few
H. R. Titlow, the Sapello miller, Is
days.
in town for a breathing spell.
,
Miss Beulah Tillman is at home
W. L. Morrow and John Thornhlil
from her vacation trip to points in
this afternoon from Watreturned
Colorado and Kansas and has resumed
rous, which town had been visited a
second time in the interests of the
Woodmen's order.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Seward arrive!
at the Castaneda this afternoon from
Chico, N. M.; E. G. Widmann from
Montrose, Colo.; Ed Franklin from
Denver.
Don Rafael Romero, of Mora, has
been traveling around the country
OF
pretty extensively of late, having just
returned from a Jaunt which reached
from Los Angeles, Cal., to Guadala
I
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and Settee,
An Ornament to any Room
;
or Porch.
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San MipeLNatipna IBank
t
CIOO.000.00 of Las
Vegas
CAPITAL PAID

J.

SURPLUS

President
SPRINGER, Vies President

D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F. 8. JANUARY, Aitt Caahler.

M. CUNNINGHAM,

FRANK

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

0

620

Douglas.

'

0
O
0
0

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
will accept small deposits and pay interest on all sums over
5 dollars. That means when yon have saved a hundred you
also have what your savings have been earning for you. Your
spending causes you nothing but regret.

0

Las Vegas Savings Bank

at a number of our
best homes in this city.
Only for sale at

Now in use

OFFICE WITH

Sacrt

0

Migjal Na.t!ora.l Brtk.

0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0

3c each for full size Jelly Glasses
60c dz. for Mason Fruit

i BASEBALL SCORES

Jars, (pints)

MARKET

REPORTS.

80c dz. for Mason

Fruit Jars, (quarts)
00 dz. for Mason

Fruit Jars, (half gallon)
on sale at
--

THE ROSENTHAL
12c for 1 -- gallon Stone Jars
24c for
Stone Jars
36c for
Stone Jars
Stone Jars
.48c for

only at

HOW THEY STAND.

St

1--

1--

7-- 8

3--

THE ROSENTHAL

All-Cotto-

All-Cotto-

NEIGHBORS DRIVE
MAN TO TALL UNCUT

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY
National League.
Boston at Chicago.
Brooklyn at Pittsburg.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.

Joe'Forter, who has been driving a
transfer wagon for White & McCune,
for a number of months, failed
show up at the usual hour for work
with his team, the other morning, and
it soon became known to his employ
ers that "Frenchy," as he was famil
iarly called, had decamped for the
north on a night train, without even
saying goodbye to his wife.
Frenchy" kept the team that was
entrusted to his care at his home in
the northeastern Buburbs of the city,
across the railroad tracks, and it was
found there all right the next morn
ing.

;

St. Louis, Aug 3. Wool steady; ter
National League
ritory western mediums 2327; fine
Won.Lost.Pct
mediums 2124; fine 1218
..64 25 .719
Pittsburg
59 30 .663
Chicago
Chicago Previsions.
51 35 .593
New York
Chicago, Aug. 3. Wheat, Septem46 45 .505
Cincinnati
$1.02
ber,
December, $1.00
40 EO .44
Philadelphia
Corn, August, 65
September,
37 50 .425
St. Louis
64 4
oats, September, 36
57
.367
....33
Brooklyn
September, $20.40; JanBoston
....26 64 .289 uary, Pork,
$16.40. Lard, September, $11.15;
October, $11.12
Ribs, September,
American League.
$10.82
$10.62
October,
Won.Lost.Pct

4c dozen for Fruit Jar Rubbers
5c pair for Straw Cuffs
5c bottle of Elue Seal Vaseline
60 34 .638
5c bar Oatmeal Cucumber Toilet Detroit
56 38 .696
Philadelphia
Soap
64 43 .557
Bostoa
5c bar Witch Hazel Toilet Soap
49 44 .527
Cleveland
5c big roll Toilet P,aper
..47 46 .505
5c for two Asbestos Stove Mats
Chicago
43 50 .462
New York
at
'
- THE only
40 62 .434
Louis
St
ROSENTHAL
26 68 .277
Washington
n
$2.75 For
Top Mat
tresses, full size, only at
Western League.
Won.Losi.Pct.
THE ROSENTHAL
36 .604
Sioux City
;..55
Mat
$4.95 for $7.50
52 38 .578
Des Moines
full
size,
tresses,
50 40 .556
Omaha . s
only at
48 45 .516
Wichita
44 43 .506
Denver
.42 45 .483
Topeka
36 65 .396
Pueblo
.33 68 .363
Lincoln
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
PESKY

US

Louis Wool

,

,

Just why "Frenchy"

should have
taken such a sudden and unceremonious leave of Las Vegas is a mys
It is generally
tery to his friends.
thought, however, by those who ought
to know, that he had grown tired of
the encroachments on his little famThe larder was kept near
ily circle.
ly empty continually by neighbors,
friends and relatives of his wife ,and
"Frenchy" seems to have entered his
He was willing to
protest in vain.
support his own family and a few outsiders, but he called a halt at buying
provisions for the entire neighborhood.

"Frenchy" Was married to a native
woman some years ago and they appeared to live happily
gether when left alone.
HEAVY DOWNPOUR

enough

to-- 1

FLOODS
STREETS OF LAS VEGAS

1--

New York Stocks
New York, Aug. 3. Prime paper,
3
sil4; call money, 1
ver, 61; Mexican dollars, 44. Copper

ROSA

AllTfl LINE

:

Rosa auto
The Las Vegas-Sant- a
mall, express and passenger line
The auto
is now in operation.
makes the round trip between
Las Vegas and Santa Ruea three
times a week, Mondays, Wed- nesdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey's drag
store at 7 a. m., visits both post- offices and leaves Winters' drug
store on the West side for Santa
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
at either Murphey's or Winters
drug stores.
The round trip fare is $11; one
way . $6.
passenger is al- lowed to carry not to exceed 25
pounds of baggage. Express pack
ages are also handled and can be
left at either of the drug stores
mentioned.

Ea

3-- 4

lead
firm, Standard, $12.5012.75;
Amalgamated,
steady, $4.2504.30;
$85
Atchison, 119; New York
Southern Pacific,
Central, $140
Union Pacific, $202; Steel,
$135
$75; Steel, preferred, $129
5--

1--

5--

1--

HEAVY DEALINGS IN
Chicago Live Stock
,
BOSTON WOOL MARKET
7- Chicago, Aug. 3. Cattle 300 steady,
beeves $4.407.50; Texas steers $4.00
Boston, Aug. 3. Heavy dealings are
5.60; western strees $4.006.00; reported in the local wool market.-with
stockers' feeders $3.00 5.15; cows and
prices well maintained. The larg-

heifers $2.256.25; calves $5.507.75.
Hogs 110000, weak to 5 lower; light
$7.357.85; mixed $7.307.95; heavy
$7.208.00; rough $7.207.40; good
choice heavy $7.408.00; pigs $6.60
7.60; bulk sales $7.507.80. Sheep
15000, steady; native $3.005.30; west-

est movement have been in territory
staples and dealers are selling at 75 to
78 cents; scoured and half blood Montana 26 to 30 in grease; Texas and
California wools figure In the activities, while the market on pulled wool
and foreign products keeps pace with

ern $3.005.35; yearlings $4.706.00; the domestic offerings.
lambs native $4.507.70; western
$4.507.60.

American League.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at New York.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at St. Louis.

--

1--

VEGAS-SA- NTA

Western League.
Topeka at Wichita.
Denver at Pueblo.
Omaha at Des Moines.
Sioux City at LIncol.

Washington's Plague Spots.
Lie in the low, marshy bottoms of
Kansas City Live Stock.
the Potomac, the breeding ground of
Kansas City, Aug. 3. Cattle, 900; malaria germs. These germs cause
including 2,000 southerns. Steady to chills, fever and ague, biliousness.
10 higher.
Native steers, $4.50
Jaundice, lassitude, weakness and gen$3.505.25. eral debility and bring sufferine and
7.25; southern steers.
southern cows, $2.754.00; native death to thousands yearly. But Eleccows and heifers, $2.257.00; stock tric Bitters never fall to destrov them
and cure malaria troubles. "They are
era and feeders, $3.00 5.25; bulls, the best
tonic and cure for
west
malaria I ever used," writes R. M.
$3.004.25; calves, $3.606.50;
ern steers. $4.006.25; western cows James of Louellen, S. C. They cure
stomach, liver? kidney and blood trou4.50.
$2.75
bles and will prevent tVDhoid. Trr
Hogs, 8,000; 6 lower; bulk sales them, 50c. Guaranteed by all drug$7.457.70.
gists.
Heavy $7.657.75; packers' butchers
$7.507.75 ;light $7.307.65; pigs A setting hen may be a loafer, but
$6.257.25. Sheep 6000 steady; mut sba gets results. "
tons $4.005.00; lambs $5.507.25;
range wethers $3.755.25; range ewes
Active at 87.
$3.005.00.
This would be unusual news If men
and women would, keep themselves
The Narrator It was wonderful, sir, free from rheumatism and ' all aches
After the police had failed, Jones stil- and pains as well as keeping their
led the whole mob and within two muscles and joints limber with Bal
minutes had them silent and listening. lard's Snow Liniment Sold bj Center
Bwck Depot Drug Co.
Friend How did he do it?
The Narratoi" Buttonholed the near
Call up Main 2 when yon have any,
est man and began in a low voice:
news. The Optic wants It
"Heard a dandy today. There was a
couple of Irishmen etc." Puck.
all-rou-

,

MONDAY'S GAMES.

'

Western League.

;

At Denver:

Score
R. H. E.
Denver . . ..... .010 000 0001 S 1
000 210 20x 5 12 1
Pueblo
Olms tead and Haas;
Batteries:
Locke and Welgart
.v
At Des Moines:
Score
R. IL E.
301 002 02x 8 10 2
Des Moines
300 000 0227 7 2
Omaha
Batteries : McGregory, Biersdorfer
Lange and1 McManusJ
Keeley and
,
Cadman. j
Wichita:"
At
'
Score
R. H. E.
4 , 9 4
, ... ,000 000 22.0
Topeka
Wichita ...'..400 123 40x 13 13
Batteries:
Wright and Kerns;
Brennan and Weaver.At Lincoln:
R: H E.
Score
Lincoln .....102 000 000 003 12 1
Sioux City . . .000 001 002 014 6 2
Batteries: McCafferty and Sullivan;
Mason, Fromme and Towne.
5

.

"If you didn't take so much Interest
In horses you would be better off
snapped Mrs. Growler. "You have had

horses on your brain all your llfe."V
"I suppose that is how I happened
to marry a nag," retorted Mr. Growler, his face ambuscaded behind the
sporting paper.

OA

Tomorrow Night

at Rosenthal Hall.
The usual afternoon shower today
a little heavier than usual and
besides laying the dust the rain will
5
help crops in Las Vegas and its vicinAlmost anyone can tell us how we
ity. The downpour was especially
Dancing, 5 cts per dance.
it.ic;ht have succeeded after W; have
heavy on the mesa and up the canM. W. CAIN.
yon. This year the rainy i season has
failed.
set in about a month later than1 hereAmerican Association
tofore, as July Is usually the month of
At Columbus Columbus 6; St. Paul,
rain in New Mexico. Today's rain was
accompanied by considerable lightning 7.
2;
At Indianapolis Indianapolis,
and thunder but no damage Is reported
Kansas City, 3.
from this source.
(
At Toledo Toledo, 0; Milwaukee, 1.
.... 'r
Two things' that y sticketh ' closer
We are now making the finest beer in tlia Southwest.
Boost"
than a brother, are, a, porous plaster A .smalli.roan is apt,, to.make more home
Orders
ta cs for either
industry and telephone your
and a creditor.
noise than a great one.
3 or
was

Admission.
Cents.

Tit-Bit- s.

F. Q'ass, an office; man' for Las
Vegas Light and Power company, has
been entertaining a brother, A. E.
Glass, who, is also connected with a
street railway" company operating In
The visiting
San Antonio, Texas.
brother, was on his way to California
; ,.
points. ...
Mr. and Mrs. John Horn, who had
"
A
I'
bottle beer.
been, here from-SoutBend, Ind., for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Glasgow came
the latter's health, left for home this
Telephone your news items to The
to the city from Colfai this afternoon. Optic. Phone Main 2.
afternoon.

A. H. Reingrueber Browing Co J
of Lacs Vegas.
i

.

l2S Ycps IlerccnGJ Co.'s

O
O
O

O

,

at the

o

carefully. You know how easy it is to spend a hundred
dollars, one or two at a time Ever think that it's just as
easy to save a hundred in the same way. '

0
0

THE ROSENTHAL

0

WEIGH THE MONEY QUESTION

0

Skip

o

ii

.'

.? t

-

:.-

,

PHONES MAIN 67, H

.

-

J
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Ertray Advertisement.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3, 19C9.

DAU.V OPTIC

wfcUA

Estray Advertisement

Estray Advertisement.

Notice is here'jy given to. whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom It
ttat the following de- may concern that the following de- may concern that the Toiiowir.j
may couci-rscribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken op by
taken up by
estray animal
M.
M. G. Keenan, Springer. .W M.
varisto Abrego, San Marclal, N. M.
WANTED To buy, second band H. M. Letts, Koehler, N.
foreOne bay mare, star in
One brindle cow, abojt 10
One silver gray horsi 5 ft
piano, cheap. Address Piano, Optic head, rleht bind foot wh:te, T or 8 ;ears old.
high.
years old, extrtme'y poor
83
office.
n flesh and In very bad condition.
Branded
years bid.

USE

d

vs

To-wl- t:

To-wi-

To-wi- t:

18-2-

WANTED

A

farm

good

hand.

American preferred. Apply J.
Ackermaa at Flint Ranch.

fit

Branded,

,

WANTED Girl for plain coo tint
Mrs. W. Q. Hiydon, 1108 Seventh

street.

On left should
Branded
On left h!p
Brauded
On right ribs

l.?.J
On right hip
M.
One black horse. left hind lex has
fceen broken sometime, 15 rr 15 years
eld.

'

IT!

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left ribs

fjj
ITTf

ErBark

t

Branded
On

Q
O

-

'

,

LJ

HEN LEARN BARBER TRADE
Short Um
required; graduate
earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Bar
ber college, Los Angeles.

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown t) this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
lefore Aug. 9, 09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
FOR RENT.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern owner
when found.
910
Pete Murphy.
conveniences.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Fourth street
Las Vegas, N. M.
:st pub July 20, last pnb July 30, '09
FOR RENT Furnished front room.
518
Columbia
Ectray Advertisement
opposite Library.
Notioe Is hereby given to whom it
are.
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Mod
FOR RENT Furnished house.
M. Ackcrman, E. Las Vegas, N M
ern. Inquire 1017 11th st.
2t
One bay
weight
horse,
about 600 lbs, appears to ba unbroken.
FOR RENT A nice, airy furnished
Branded
f
room with use of bath. Apply 612
On left hip
.?
Columbia are.
One bay mare, weight tbout 600
TWO or three good roonn fur light lbs., appears to be unbroken.
D D
Branded
cheap, looa'.l.ci good,
L
On left hip
805 Tilden street'
With blotch brand on ieft Jaw.
Said animal being unknown iu this
FOR RENT OR SALE On easy pay
Board, unites claimed by owner on or
923
Galments, one
house,
before Aug. 9, 09. said date being 10
Unas.
(lays after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will bs sold
FOR RENT
A modern
furty this I'eard for the benefit of the
nished 1 ouse. Inquire 825 Third st owner wnrn found.

mi

Sail animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Any 9. 09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas. V M.
'.at pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09

fl'$

right hip

fl

Branded
Oa left shoulder
JJ
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 9. 09, said date bein 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANJTARY BOARD,
Las Vegas. N. M.
1st pub July 20, last pnb July !0, '09

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereDy given to whom it
may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
estray animal was taken up by
Notice lb hereby given to whom It scribed
M. M. Thatch, Harris. N. M.
may concern that the following
One poay mare, black, hind
scribed estray animal was taken up by
whl'c?, 10 or 14 yean old. affec
juan Montoya y Sals, Anton Chlco, N. feet
ted with leco, lame In left front leg,
M
One dark horn, 15 years thin in flesh.
" '1
Brandet
old.
On left law
Branded
Branded
On left shoulder
On left hip
Branded
Said ar'mal being unknown to this
On left hip
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Said animal being unknown to this before Aug 9, 0J, said date being 10
Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of thU adBefore Aug. 9, 09, said date. being 10 vertisement said estray will be- sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Jays after last appearance of this ad' owner
when found.
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITART BOARD,
by this Board for the benefit of the
Las Vegas, N. M.
owner when found.
1st pub July 20, last pub July 20, '09
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub July 20, last pub luly 30, '09
Estray A Jverti-ment- .
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement.
estray animal was taken np by
Notice is hereby given to whom It scribed
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
H. B. English. Bell, N. M.
dethe
concern
M.
that
N.
may
Las
following
Vegas,
FOR PENT Two large airy fcreiah-e- d
One red heifer, with stripe
'09 scribed estray animal was taken np by
of white in face.
rooms; separate or In suite. 1059 .tt pub July 20, last pub July 20,.
John Block, Estancia, N. At
Brandel
Sixth, street
Mexican
One red roan
Ertray Advertisement
On left hip
mare
I
Notice Is
given to whom It
FOR RENT Lease or sell, three may concernhereby
deBranded
that the following
Earmark
On left hip
ranch houses, to the extreme end of scribed estray animal was taken up by
car line northeast of the sanitarium. Pedro Marquez, Valencia, N. M
One colt.
Said animal being unknown to this
One buckskin mare.
Branded
Apply to Mrs. M Green.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
Branded
oefore Au. 9, 09, said date being 10
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this days after last appearance of this adFOR SALE.
unless claimed by owner cn or vertisement, said estray will be sold
One black mare, one sorrel mare, Board,
before Aug 9, 09, said date being. 10 by this Board for the benefit of the
FOR SALE Gentle, family driving ind one bay mare.
after last appearance of this ad owner when found.
'
and saddle horse, also' two seated
I H days
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
V
and
harness.
O.
On
i
P.
Price
left hip
buggy
right
Las Vegas, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
F. O. Box 33.
1?t pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOA'tfD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR SALE A good cow;
will be before Auf;. 9, 09, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement.
1st
20, last pub July 30, '09
pub
July
of
this
last
after
ad
appearance
Notice is hereby given to whom it
fresh, In August Call on J. H. days
vertlsement, said estray will ba sold
may concern that the following deStearns.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Ertray Advertisement.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
owner when found.
Notice is hereby given to whom if Donaciano Trujillo, Las Vegas, N. M.
I OR SALdS A $750 bate for ;tC If
CATTLE SANITARY BOAHD,
One bay mare, about 15
may concern that the following de
sold qaick. Inquire Optic.
Las Vegas, N M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by lands high.
let pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09 Pedro Marquez, Valencia, N. M
Branded
Two mares.
FOR SALE A $350 piano for $100 If
On right shoulder
E.itray Advertisement
taken a once. Inquire Optic.
Branded
Notioe is hereby given to whom It
Brandel
On left hip
that the following deOn left shoulder
FOR SALE
Legal blanks of all 4 a ay concern animal
was taken up by
One black mare.
scribed estray
Said animal being unknown to this
scrlptlon. Notary seals and record
Branded
i. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M. 12
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
at the Optic office.
One red roan cow,
On
years
left hip
nefore Aug. 9, 09, said date being 10
eld, has email calf.
days after last appearance of this adanimal
Said
to
unknown
this
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op
being
Branded
fTl Board, unless claimed by owner cn or vertisement, said estray will be sold
On left hip
tlo office, 10 cents a bundle.
lffJ before Aug. 9, 09, said date
10 by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this days after last appearance of being
this ad owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
board, unless claimed by owner on or vertlsement, said estray will be sold
Estray Advertlsemsnt
Las Vegas, N M.
Notioe Is hereby given to whom It before Aug. 9, 09, said date being 10 by this Board for the benefit cf the
st pub July 20. last pub July 30, '09
days after last appearance of this ad' owner when found.
may concern that the following
will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
estray animal was taken up by vertlsement, said estray
Estray Advertisement.
Las Vegas, N. M.
!y this Board for the benefit of the
Lino Sanchez, Ledoux, N. M.
Notice it hereby given to whom it
1st pub Jfly 20, last pub July 30, '09
t:
One sorrel mare, 7 year owner whtn found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following deold.
Las Vegas, N. M
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Estray Advertisement
Branded
1st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09
Is hereby given to whom it Ed Sims, Vaughn, N. M.
Notice
On left shoulder
One yearling horse tolt
may concern that the following de
was
scribed
animal
Advertisement.
taken
estray
up
by
Estray
.
Branded
Branded
On left shoulder
Notice is hereoy given to whom It Ed Sims, Vaughn, N. M.
On left hip
1111
6
One black mare, 14 hands
may concern that the following de
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this scribed estray animal was taken up by high, 3 or 4 years old.
D N L
On left hip
One horse colt, 2 years old, 13
Board, unless claimed by owner on or E. L. Gavin, Estancia, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
One solid black cow, 10 yrs hands high, color brown.
before Aug 9, 09, eald date being 10
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
P""
Both branded
days after last appearance of this ad- old, very thin.
before Aug. 9, 09, said date being 10
Branded
.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
fT3 On left hip
?JA
On
of
the
benefit
for
Board
the
this
hip
rlgiit
Said animal being unknown to this days after last appearance of this ad
if
flwner when found.
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unless claimed by owner on or vertisement, said, estray will be sold
this Board for the benefit'' of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before Aug. 9, 09, said date being 10 by
Laa Vegas, N. M.
before Aug. 9, 09, eald date being 10 days after last appearance of this ad owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
1st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09 days after last appearance of ihls ad- vertlsement, said estray will be sold
'
Las Vegas, N. M.
vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the st
20,
last pub July 30, '09
pub
July
by this Board for the benefit ox the owner when found.
'
Estray Advertisement.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom It owner when found.
Estray Advertisement.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Las Vegas, N. M.
may concern that the following dei&
Notice
M.
hereby given to whom It
N.
Las
1st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09
Vegas,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
concern
that the following de
may
30.
'09
20,
last
pub July
Braullo Vialpando, Tremantina, N. M. let pub July
scribed estray animal was taken up by
One mule,
Estray Advertisement.
years old
Pauline Martinez, Mora, N. M.
Estray Advertisement.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
t:
One bay mare, 13 bands
Branded
to
dewhem
it
Notice
is
concern
that
the
hereby given
following
may
On left hip .
high.
concern
was
the
that
animal
scribed
following
may
taken np by
estray
Branded
I R P
Branded
estray animal was taken up by Luis Aragon, Estancia, N. M.
J D U
On rlg):t hip
R
M.
1L
N.
M.
One sorrel horse, about 13
Letts, Koehler,
On right shoulder
Branded
P
Strawberry roan or pinto years oil.
Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
2 years o:d.
or
1
horse
colt,
or
on
owner
claimed
by
Board, unless
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
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when found.
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asked the youth.
Notioe Is hereby given to whom It
Estray Advertisement.
may concern that the following
"Sometimes the difference is a trip
E&tray Advertisement
Is hereby given to wham it
Notice
to
whom
is
it
Notice
estray animal was taken np by
given
hereby
to ithe penitentiary for counterfeiting,
concern that the following de- may concern that the following de- J. F. Allison, Glencoe, N. M.
answered the home-growphilosopher, may
One chestnut sorrel horse,
scribed e3iray animal was taken np by scribed estray animal was taken np by
Chicago News.
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hands high, weight about 800
(ieo. H. Webster, Jr., Cimarron, N. M. A. J. Meloche, Raton, N. M.
One brown mare, with un lbs, 5 or 6 years old, unbroken
One old cow, roan.
branded colt.
Granulated Sore Eyes Cured
Branded
Branded
IT7I
Branded
"For twenty years I suffered from a
On left shoulder
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Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown tt this
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To-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

r

To-wi-

8-- 5

Wholesalers of
General Merchandise

.

-

house-keepin-

To-wi- t:

V.

(

To-wl- t:

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
'

The

Mall Orders Promptly Filled.

Annual

Twenty-Nint- h

Mm

New Mexico Fair

AND

H Resources Exposition.

ALEX

To-wlt- :.

JG

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. OCT. II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16.
President Taft will be There.
A Real Airship
A

One

That I'lies.

$20,000. Exhibit of Amusements and Resources.

A Marathon Race, the

First Ever Pulled Off in the
Southwest.

$6,500. in Purses for Harness and Running Races.

To-wi- tr

$l,500.in

Prizes for Amateur Baseball for Championship
of Southwest.

To-wl- t:

1

Great Display of New Mexico's Natural Resources.

m

Every County in New Mexico Will Have An Exhibit
of Her Mineral Wealth.

PBC

To-wl- t:

Every Kind of New and Instructive Amusement Will be
Provided.
Our Hotels and Restaurants Are Amply Able to
comodate All Who May Visit Our City.

President.
JOHN B. McMA-NUS-

W. O. TIGHT,

,

Secretary.

To-wi- t:

spy

fill

nine r

To-wl- t:

To-wi- t:

t

To-wi-

Fare For tno Round Trip.
Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs
Denver
Kensas City,'J.lo

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

:

two-third-

,

ID

$13.70
$16.60
.$31.30

$40.30
$46.30

Chicago, III......
Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding other points,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
ticket office.
R. W. HOYT,
,

To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

$11,90
.

St. Louis.

To-wi- t:

n

Rates East

Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

lH

8-- 9

it

Ac-

For further information, entry blanks, etc., address

To-wi-

To-wl- t:

.

..

Agent.
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
L. E. Lumbley, Tularosa, N. M.
One bay mare, 10 years old
13 2 hands high, gentle.
Branded
On left hip
One bay filly, 3 years old, wild.
Branded
on iert nip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Aug. 9, 09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N M.
1st pub July 20, last pub July 30, '09

Estray Advertisement
Notice It hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
T. P. Talle, GaUup, N. M.
One red cow, mottled face,
6 years old, has young ciif.
Branded
On left shoulder
To-wl- t:

To-wl- t:

1--

Brandel

flli.

1

On left ribs
One small horoe, 10 yea.s old
Branded
i
On left shoulder
fM
Said animal being unknown in this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Acg. 9, 09, eald date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will bi cold
by this Eoard for the benefit of the
wner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegs, N. M
m pub July 20, last pub July SO, '09

LAS VEGAS

RESTAURANT AND CAFE

THE LOOBY
BEST

THE

abort Ordtri and Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

DAILY OPTIC,

TUESDAY, AUGUST 3 1909.

A VETERAN'S
BY EDWIN L. SABIN

AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY

SOCIETY
CXIPMIN

LODGE) NO.

I, Ju F.

M.

(Copyright, by J. B. Lippiacoit Co.)

Regular
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
itunlcatlon first aad
DENTIST
third TbuiBdayt 1b
fl.V
Suite
4,
Both
Crockett Building.
each month. Visit-liphonei at office and residence.
brothers eordlal- i invited. Geo. II. Klnkel, W. M
DR. G. L. JENKINS
Caaa. H. Bporlcder, Secretary.

4,.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY

I.
Knight Templar
Regular
fonclaxt, second Tuesday in
ach month at Masonic
temple, 7:30 p. m Job S. Clark,
W. C, Charles Tamm
Recorder.

DENTIST

NO.

4"

Over Hedgcock'a Shoe 8tora
Phone Vega 79
F. R. LORD, DENTIST

(Successor to Dr. P. M. Williams)
LAI VEGAS CHAPTER KO. 8, ROY- - Office Floneer Building, over Grand
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
, al Area
Masons.
Regular
Mala 57.
ftrat
convocation
Monday in
each month at Masonic
ATTORNEYS.
M, R.
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
Williams, H. PH ( 'has. H.
GEORGE H. HUNKER
jorleder. Secretary.
Attorney at Law
EL DORADO LODGE NO.

Office: Veeder Block, Las Vega, New

1

Knights o Pythias
meet every Monday
eveninu in Castle

Mexico.

.

GEORGE

E.

MORRISON

Hall, VUlting Knights

are cordially invited.
I. P. HAVENS.

Civil Engineer and Surveyor

Chancellor Command- W. D. KENNEDY.
Keeper ul Buord and

Seal.

GOOD

BALBT LODGE, NO. 77. FRATERNAL UNION
OF AMERICA
Me-t- a
first and third Wednesday of
each month at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
Bertha C. Thornhill, Secretary. Visiting members cordially Invited.
JEBEKAH

LODGE,

I.

O.

O.

F.,

meets second and fourth Thursday
renlngs ot each month at the I.
O. O. F. hall. Miss Bertha BecW,
N. G.; Mrs. Delfa, Pep ard, V. G.;
e
Mrs.
F. Dalley, Secretary;
Smith, Treasurer.

'

Ade-len-

t.

AND
SECOND
P. O. E. MEETS
each
fourth Tuesday
evenings
month at O. R. C. hall. .Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. W.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. Con-iosecretary."

EASTERN STAR. REGULAR COM- fourth
and
munlcation becond
Thursday evenings of ach month.
All visiting brothers and sisters are
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
Chaffln, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
Seellnger, secretary.

I

O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

4, meets every Monday evening at
their hall In Sixth street. All visitating brethren cordially Invited to

W. McAllister, N. G.; E.v
tend.
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
0. V. Hedgcock, cemetery truetee.
C

NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD.
at
night
102. meets every Friday
their hall in the Schmidt building,
wast ot Fountain Square, at eight
'clock. Visiting- members are cor
Ully welcome. Jas. N. Cook, president; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-CImeets second and
No. 804,
fourth Thursday, O..R. C. hall. Pioneer bldg. 'Visiting members are
cordially invited. W. . R. Tipton,
G. K; B. P. Mackel, F. S.
MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
f.
Tuesday evenings each month, at
Fraternal Brotherhood HalL Visit-in- e
brothers ?- -e cordially invited.
Jno Thornhill, president; E. C.
Ward, Secretary.
O. E.

MEET IN FRATERNAL
Brotherhood hall every second and
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth
ran. Visiting brothers always wel--.
David
come, to the wigwam.
Flint, sachem; Walter H. Davis,
hief of record and collector of

SLKDMEN

wamum.
f.

ROSENWALD Lodge No. 645, 1.
O. B. B. Meets every first Wednes.

day of the month in the vestry
of Temple Monteflore, Douglas avenue and Ninth street. Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
Chas Greenclay, sresidost; Rabbi J.
V. Rallla, seeratary.
room

The fellow with a hot temper
quires cool treatment.

re-

Call np Main 2 when you have any
The Optlo wants it

mews.

Office: Wheeler Bldg.

E.

,

Uncle Ezeklel Meadows was about
to attend the reunion of his old regi
ment at Cincinnati, and his faithful
wife was packing his valise. On the
occasions of his rather infrequent ex
cursions from home this was a duty
which devolved upon her alone. At
first Ezeklel had been accustomed to
assist her with suggestions. But of
late, since his hair had become grayer and his limbs stlffer and his mind
Blower, he had been content to resign
the whole proceeding Into her trusty
hands.
Now the valise, half filled, was on
the bed (a newspaper between it and
the spread), and around it were those
articles, mentionable and unmentlon
able, which were to complete Ezeklel's
traveling outfit Leaning on the footboard was Ezeklel himself, blandly
surveying the array, and presumably
listening to the multitude of instruc
tions that accompanied the packing.
" Now, 'Zekiel," continued Mrs. Mea
dows, "I've put in two pair of clean
wristbands (cuffs), and they'll be
plenty, because those you have on
haven't been turned, you know, and
you can wear 'em as they are on the
train, and when you get there you
must turn 'em, and they'll last you
till Sunday. Tou understand, do you,
Zekiel?" .
Ezekel started from a reverie into
which he had fallen and said,
hastily
"Yes, yes."
"And, 'Zekiel, before I forget it I
want to say that here in this corner-s- ee?
I've tucked your skull cap,
which you'll need In the sleeper. If
the lock of the bag is towards you
it's in the rightband corner nearest

PHYSICIANS.

A A.
com.

Las Vegas

VALUE IN OLD PAPERS.

They Can Be Pulped and Worked Up
Into Excellent Coverings for
Floors.
Old, torn and dirty papers are usually regarded as articles without
value, but a market is easily found
even for what are apparently the most
hopeless cases. At a cost of about
13.60 b. ton they can be pulped, and
worked up into floor coverings, which
with a thickness of about
of
an Inch have the durability and elastic tread of linoleum. When we consider that the old papers cost say
$1.68 per ton the profits to be drawn
from this manufacture when it is in
right hands can be imagined. A new '
flooring ot this kind must, however, be
oiled, after having been laid down,
with petroleum or any cheap vegetable oil. This will prevent It from
going moldy, and will also enable it
to be waxed or varnished, whereby it
will become as durable and as brll-- 1
liant as the best inlaid wooden floors.
Great Interest has arisen in Germany
with regard to this new industry, and
experiments are in progress to teBt
the effects of adding other bodies,
such as pitch and mineral pigments to
the paper pulp so as to manufacture'
floor coverings of different colors and "I Guess I Waa In a
Hurry, Martha."
qualities.
to you; so remember, and when you
the
the lock towards
open
life-savin- g
dogs in west. you. Thenbagyoukeep
won't muss up every
thing looking for your cap. Under the
St. Bernards of Alpine Stock Which cap are three pair of socks, whlch'll
Have Made Records in the
last you, for you put on clean ones
Rocky Mountains. '
this morning. You've got plenty of
handkerchiefs, too, for I've washed
Few people are aware of the fact enough. Are you listening, Zekie?"
that there ' are a number of St. Ber"Of course I am," replied EzekieJ
nard dogs of Alpine stock in the testily.
Rocky mountains which have enviable
"Then don't go round with a dirty
records as
Prof. E. C.
Your collars five of
handkerchief.
writes most entertainingly "em, all
you've got are laid flat in
about one of these dogs, in the Su- the bottom
of the bag. So rememburban Life. He says: "Leo's affecad don't try to wear one a whole
ber,
tion for children seemed to be a pas- week And here are two fresh suits
sion. At one time he broke down a of underwear,
with watch
me,
fence when be heard the cries of a 'Zekiel! a winter shirt extra, so as
n
small boy who was receiving castiga-tlo- If the weather gets cold and I 'spect
at the hands of his mother, and you'll be out on the river nights,
put a stop to the proceedings. He had maybe you'll be comfortable. I put
been very attentive to this little boy in only two starched shirts, but when
when he was ill with typhoid fever you are done wearing the one you've
and lived In a tent in our garden on got on you must send it out to be
the recommendation of his physician. laundered. That'll give you a change.
Leo never forgave the mother for her Will you, 'Zekiel?"
chastisement of the boy, and as a conSilence for a moment.
sequence of his obvious dislike, the
"Will you, 'Zekiel?' repeated Mrs.
'
parents finally moved out of the Meadows sharply. r
house. It was Leo's daily habit to
"Yes, yes, yes! 1 said," returned
conduct a number of children to the Ezeklel.
tchool house in the mountains, and
Mrs. Meadows looked at his susgo after them, without being combut resumed:
piciously,
manded to do so, when it was time
"You're to wear, your gray coat on
for the session to close."
the train, and your best coat I'll put
right on top of everything, and when
What Is Best for Indigestion?
reach the hotel you must take
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquin, Onta- youout the first
it
thing and hang it up
rio, has been troubled for years with so
as to smooth out the wrinkles.
indigestion, and recommends Chamberand fold
lain's S oniach and Liver Tablets as Now, 'Zekiel, do be careful
-- ou
going?"
"the beet medicine I ever used." If it neatly. Where ar
Ezeklel had sidled off towards the
troubled with indigestion or constipa
tion give them a trial. They are cer- door leading into the sitting room.
tain to prove beneficial. They are
"I dunno," be said apologetically.
easy to take and pleasant in effect. "I thought I'd read the paper. You're
25
cents.
all
at
free
Price,
Samples
all through, aren't you?"
dealers.
Mrs. Meadows' viewed him with
- r
scorn.
When poverty comes in at the door
"Through!" she ejaculated. "When
love flies out of the window,
and I was just starting in to tell you about
sometimes it doesn't wait for poverty. your best coat! I don't believe you've
herjd a word I've been saying! Now,
what was I talking about?"
Seared With a Hot Iron.
Or scalded by overturned kettle-- cut
"Martha, I've heard every word,"
with a knife bruised by slammed asserted Ezeklel evasively.
door Injured by gun or any other
Mrs. Meadows, unconvinced, neverway the thing needed at once is theless continued:
inBueklen's Arnica Salve to subdue
"This is the way" to" fold you coat,
flammation, and kill the pain.
It's
earth's supreme healer, infallible for so it'll fit in the bag and the wrin-kles'come in the right places see?
boils, ulcers, fever sores, eczema and
Watch me, 'Zekiel. Lay It fiat so.
piles. 25c at all druggists.
Then fold the lapels over so. Then
so.
fix the
No, Maude, dear; the man wfco turn upsothe tails crease Then
comes at the
that the
wears a medal is not necessarily sleeves so.
elbows
J forgot to say, first of
meddlesome.
one-thir- d

'

.

life-saver-

all flatten the collar that way se? COMFORT AROUSES DECENCY.
Are you watching, 'Zekiel?"
TRY THIS FOR
"Certainly I am, Martha!" meclfnn-icall- Lesion In Human Nature That Was
YOUR COUCH
assured Ezeklel, his eyes folTaught by the First Sleeplowing her movements but his
ing Car.
thoughts busied elsewhere.
Mix two ounces of glycerine with
"Then lay it smoothly in the bag
Sound business was back of the
so," further explained Mrs. Meadows, introduction of the seemingly extrav- a half eunce of Virgin Oil of Pine
bringing her operation to a triumphant agant Pullman car about 50 years ago. compound pure and a half pint ot
close.
The first sleeper, the "Pioneer," straight whiskey. Shake
well, and
After Ezeklel was on the train and caused a tremendous sensation, says take in doses of
a
teaspoonful
every
was speeding towards his destination C. F. Carter, in his book, "When Railfour hours. This mixture possesses
Mrs. Meadows suddenly exclaimed:
roads were New." All agreed that
the healing, healthful properties of
There, If I didn't forget to tell traveling in such cars would be de'Zekiel to be sure and fold his trou- lightful, but the verdict waa equally the Pines and will break a cold in 24
sers over a chair nights, to keep 'em unanimous that they were a commer- hours and cure any cough that 1
cial Impossibility. Why, men would curable. In having this formula put
nice"
But it was too late.
go to bed with their muddy boots on; up, be sure that your
druggist usea
Ezeklel arrived safely at Cincin- they would spit on the carpets and the genuine
Oil of Pine comVirgin
nati, met old comrades, participated upholstery; they would mar the beau
in all the festivities of the programme, tifully finished cabinet-work- ,
and oh, pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co., CinIt
not
eould
well,
be
done.
stayed until the very end, and came
home conscious of having had a splenRailroad men and personal friends cinnati, O.
did time, but glad to be able to set- redoubled their efforts to dissuade
Mr. Pullman from inviting ruin. To
tle down once more in peace.
The trouble with a dark secret 14
Mrs. Meadows, retaining her hus- all these objections he made one com- that it generally comes to
light
j
band near her to answer her many prehensive answer, which he had oc!
casion to repeat many times In the
questions, unpacked the valise.
Washington' Plague Spo3.
''Mercy on me!" she eried, extricat- course of his life:
Lie in the low, marshy bottoms of
"I have always held that people are
ing the "best coat" from the space
into which it had been rammed, and very greatly Influenced by physical the Potomac, the breeding ground of
Take the roughest malaria germs. These germs caus
surroundings.
condiholding It up in cabbage-lea-f
tion. "Oh, 'Zekiel, after all the trou- man whose lines have always brought chills, fever and ague, biliousness,
ble I took to show you! Why, you him into the coarsest and poorest sur- jaundice, lassitude, weakness and genJust rolled it into a ball. Sakes alive, roundings, nd bring him into a room eral debility and bring suffering and
elegantly carpeted and furnished, and death to thousands yearly. But Elecwhat a man!"
"I guess 1 was in a hurry, Martha," the effect on his bearing Is pro- tric Bitters never fall to destroy them
and cure malaria troubles. "They are
pleaded Ezeklel sheepishly. "I mighty nounced and immediate.
the best
am
"I
not
at
all
afraid
tonic and cure for
will
people
missed
the
train."
nigh
malaria I ever used," writes R. M.
to
bed
with
go
on.
am
boots
their
I
"Fiddlesticks!"
retorted the inJames
of Louellen, S. C. They cure
that if I devote all my encensed, woman. "Now you can send convinced
to providing handsome cars, stomach, liver, kidney and blood trou
this out and have it pressed I'm not ergies
bles and will prevent tvnhoid. Trr
the financial
going to try to press it Do you hear, of themselves."returns will take care them, 50c. Guaranteed by all drue-Zekiel
The sequel has shown pretty clearly gists.
"Yes, Martha," he replied, anxious
he was right Youth's Compan-- .
that
to dismiss the subject
All things are more apt to come
Ion. '
to those who don't wait for them.
'"Zekiel, where are you handkerchiefs?" she demanded, eying him
sharply, after having rummaged the LITERATURE IN FORGE ROOM.
Cholera Infantum Cured.
interior of the bag.
'i
like two years aeo mr
"Something
"They must he all there," he pro- Comm!ioner ef Education Finds a baby, which was then abo" a.
tcjit
tested.
Blacksmith Weo Read Virgil In
old, waa taken seriously ill with chol"Well, they aren't I can find only
era infantum, vomltine and nurein- Odd Momenta.
one. You didn't go and leave 'em in
profusely," writes J. F. Dempsey of
the hotel, did you?"
An interesting sidelight on the kind Dempsey, Ala. "I did what I could to
Ezeklel shook his head and fidget of men who attend the classes of the relieve her but did her no good, and
ed. He was puzzled, and he realized city
very much alarmed about her
evening technical schools was giv- being
went for a physician but failed1 to find
that his plight was desperate.
en by a commissioner of the New
"I know I didn't lose "em," was all York board of education, In a recent one, so came back by Elder Bros. &
carters store, ana Mr. Elder recomthat he could say.
address to young men.
mended Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera!
Mrs. Meadows darted at his best
"I visited the forge room," said he, and Diarrhoea remedy. I procured a
coat and felt in the tail pocket
where a 'class of .25 young black bottle of it, went home as quickly as
"'Zekield Meadows!" she ejaculated smiths were
shaping and welding ran, possible and gave the baby a dose of
accusingly as she drew out 'one by rlous models of iron bars and Iron the remedy. It relieved her in fifteen
' seven
one,
handkerchiefs
and dis- blades. It was an Inspiring scene. No minutes and soon cured her entirely."
For sale by all dealers.
played them to him.
however indolent or Indifferent
He chuckled feebly. "I thought that man,
to the world's work, could have looked
coat seemed kind of funny behind," on without
Opportunity seldom calls when wa
having his ambitions re
he explained.
vived. The glowing metal yielded to are all dressed and waiting for it.
"How many have you In your gray
the hammer blows of these youthful
coat?" she demanded.
because Interest In their Cured ,fiay Fever and Summer Cold
Ezeklel took it off, and' in a depre- artisans,
A. S. Nusbaum, Batesville. Indianawork and a desire to become produccating manner explored its pockets, ers directed their bare and brawny writes: "Last year I suffered forextending the search to his trousers arms. I walked about unnoticed. three months with a summer cold so
also.
felt no Interest in commission distressing that It interfered with my.
"I declare!" sniffed Mrs. Meadows They
ers of education. At one of the anvils uuBine88. i naa many of the symptoms of hay fever, and a doctor's prewitherlngly.
I noticed a particularly fine, well-bui"Now where's that other white ycung fellow. He was
absorbed scription did not reach my case, and;wholly
shirt?" she queried with wrathful in- In his work, bo when I picked up the i took eeverai medicines which seemea only to aggravate it Fortunately I
flection.
book he had partly hidden under his insisted
having Foley's Honey
"Ain't it there?" inquired Ezeklel cap on his tool bench it did. not at- an 1 Tar. upon
It
cured me. My
in mild surprise. "You don't suppose tract his attention. What book do you wife has since quickly
used
Honey and
I've got a shirt in my pockets, do think it was? Oh, no, not a treatise Tar with the earn Foley's
success." O. G,
you?
on tool work In iron, that would have Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
"No telling," said Mrs. Meadows, been fine. It was something even fin"Do you reckon you sent it to the er than that' The book was a copy
It's the better half that generally;
of Virgil's "Denial" and the margin sees the worst side of a
laundry and left it there?"
man.
"No, I didn't need it laundered, so notes on its pages showed that he was
it ain't at the laundry," mused Eze- as ambitious, to acquire a taste for
The Laziest Mj.i in The World
klel. "Can't be possible I didn't pack good literature as for the possession
would not be contented to be keut iat
it, either, for I took special pains to of technical skill."
the house and doing nothing by rheum- look round the room before I went
atism. Neither are you, who are alout"
Iron Used In Earliest Times.
ways busy and active. Then don't neg
"Then Where is it?" persisted his
How long has the human race had lect the first twinge of an ache or
wife, again poking through the mis
pain that you might think is Just a
cellaneous pile which the valise had iron? It is impossible to be precise "crick."
Rnb well with Ballard's
disgorged. She straightened up and In the matter. All that we know is Liniment and no matter what Snow;
the
men
to
for
known
has
been
iron
that
peered at him over her glasses.
trouble is, ill
disappear at once-"'Zekiel Meadows!" she screamed, a very long time. In the time of Sold by Center Block
Depot Drug Co.
abruptly. "If you ain't got on two the Assyrians it was extensively used,
iron saws, knives and other tools havBhirts!"
The corset manufacturer makes his
Ezeklel examined his shirt sleeves ing been found by Layard at Nineveh.
as a matter of form.
the
to
of
money
refers
Homer
iron,
forging
and fingered the openings at the
while the hardening and tempering
wrists.
Intense Colicky Pains Relieved.
By jimlny, that'so!" he assented of steel appear to have been operations in common use among the early
with slow astonishment.
"For some years I suffered from in"And, 'Zekiel, you're wearing your Greeks. The employment of a kind tense colicky pains which would come
winter undershirt! I just believe you of bellows for the forging of tools, on at times and from which I could
wore it all the time you were away presumably of iron, figures in Egyp- find no relief," says I. S.. Mason, of
too and the thermometer up in the tian sculpture of 1500 B. C. Cast iron Beaver Dam, Ky. "Chamberlain'a
appears to have been discovered about Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
nineties."
was
to me by a friend.
confessed
"Well,"
Ezeklel, re 350 B. C. Through the agency of After recomended
a few doses of the remedy
luctantly, commencing to disrobe, "I the Romans the manufacture of iron I was taking relieved. That was
four
entirely
did think Cincinnati was the hottest wast introduced all over the then years ago
and there has been no reInto
world
and
those
known
get-ouin
all
regions
but
I've
been
place
turn of the symptoms since that time."
b'lled ever since I got back, so I where it had not been previously This remedy is for sale by all dealers.
known.
reckon that perhaps I misjudged it"
y
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Some Privations of the Rich.

In recent generations the world's
wealth has been Increasing at an unprecedented rate, but at the same
time, life's pleasures have beeen falling more and more within the ordi
nary Citizen's reach. Pessimists see
that the rich are getting richer, optimists that the poor are coming to their
own; but neither suspect the plight to
which the cheapening of commodities
and privileges has brought Dives.
Truth is that although there are
more things to do and more surpluses
than ever before, there are fewer
means of getting one's money's worth
out of a huge fortune.
Supplies Used by Post Office.
Some idea of the quantity of materi

Care of Food In Summer.
In some state the law requires
dealers in foods eaten without peeling
or cooking to keep them under glass
covers. The same care should be taken to keep the covers on the sngar
bowls and over the jelly glasses and
all kinds of home prepared food. Children and even adults are prone to forget and leave the covers off, especially In the country. Each dish should
have a fitted cover and whenever this
becomes broken or defective as a dust
and Insect excluder it should be discarded. When cooling any dessert or
other dish which is to be eaten cold, a
clean meal sieve turned over It and a
couple of thicknesses of cheesecloth
put over that makes a very serviceable dust and insect protector. The
Housekeeper.

al used by the postal service may be
gained when it is stated that during
last year the division furnished
yards of twine, 3,260,000 pens,
Samson's Cure.
283,000 penholders, 650,000 pencils and
A kindly old gentleman was telling
To wrap the some lads the
2.600,000 blank cards.
story of Samson. "Ha
bundles, 5,400,000 sheets of wrapping was strong," said the speaker in summsed.
furBlank forms are
paper were
"became weak and again renished by the millions. Of the form ming up,his
strength, which enabled
gained
Application for Domestic Money Or .him to destroy his enemies.
Now,
seen
in
is
the
which
of
lobby
der,"
If I had an enemy what would
boys,
0
161,770,-00were
every post office, there
advise me to do?"
used last year, and during the ,you
,
A
little boy considered the secret of
same period 69,034 rubber stamps were
manufactured and supplied to post of- that great ancient's strength, and his
fices. Assistant Postmaster General ;hand went up.
"Get a bottle of hair restorer," he
Ue Craw,, in National Magazine.
exclaimed.

Some men get. up in the world, and
others are merely stilted.
(
, Active at 87.
This would be unusual news if men
and women would keep themselves
free from rheumatism and al) aches
and pains as wll as keeping their
muscles and joints limber with Ballard's Snow Liniment Sold by Center
Biock Depot Lrug Co.

Even for the
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there is

empty-heade- d
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People with chronic bronchitis, asthma and lung trouble, will find great
relief and comfort in Foley's Honey,
and Tar, and can avoid suffering byi
commencing to take it at once. O. (J.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
,
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decorative

our line of IRON
CLAD IfOSIv than which nothing:
better for wear and fast colors is in
the market and will make it an object

LAS

tau uc.'ul.

mnm
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u ana we mrm kjw pnrvs win

Ludwig Win.
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IKE DAVIS
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REPORT

utpry to Wagon Mound is rapld'y
set:led by desirable citizens who
If the main are experienced, orc.!cal
August 2. 1909
Temperature Maximum, ' 89; mini farmers who have located there with
(lie intention of establishing pj'muu- mum, 51; range, 38; mean, 70.
a, m, 84; 12 noon, 35; ent homes for themselves dnj their
Humidity-- v
6 p. m., 69; mean, 62.5.
families.
Forecast Local showers tonight
v
Come one, come all, to the F. U. A.
and Wednesday.
ball, August 4th, at F. B. hall. Dane- LOCAL NEWS.
lng free.

0ir

tide Flour
Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

Las Vegas Roller Mills

The young people's society of Cirls- The regular monthly bridge at the
Commercial club will be held next tian Endeavor of the Presbyteriai
church abandoned their Init ended hay
Thursday evening.
ride to the hot springs laet evening,
918
Fourth street for sale returning by the light of the moon.
My house,
However, after their luncheon had
cheap. 918 Fourth street
been served, picnic etyle, at, the residDon't forget the F. U. A. dance at ence of Mr. and Mrs. W. O. FvODinson,
F. B. hall tomorrow night Admis- 518 Columbia avenue, an enjovable
ride was taken over town and tity
sion 15 cents.
and through the suburbs. About thirThe Altar society of the Catholic ty young people enjoyed the evenings
church, on the West side will give a entertalnmen and hope for an early
social next Monday night in Mackel's repetition of the merriment alway3 incident to a social occasion of this
hall.

131,
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CAMFIELD

PROJECT

A Simple Test

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

Ccn You Save'Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doabtboilt yoT being a success '
""
J
financially.
j
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.
!

The First National Bank
LAS VEGAS.

NEW MEXICO.

CAPITAL and SUKPLUS $130,000.00.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.

E. D. RAYNOLDS,

MONEY SAVED
Od Domestic Coal.

Best Screened

Baton Egg, $4.75

Free from Slate or Slack

.

Evaporated!
n

Lily's

D. W. CONDON

Evaporated Milk

is whole,

Foot Main St

unskimmed
milk. It is
nothing
but pure,
rich milk,
sterilized and
reduced by
evaporation
of the water

BRINK GRAPE JUICE
We have it to suit the taste offall.

Wctclwr'o,
made from Concord

and consequently

grapes.

in richness

.

and food

made from the' choicest California grapes and guaranteed under pure food law by Calwa Products
Co. of SanlFrancisco.

value.

I. ,1.

SIM;

Grocer

LAS VEGAS CONTRACTOR
TO BUILD DORMITORY

Contractor M. M. Sundt, who Just
now has his hands full when it comes
to building operations, landed another
big contract (today, when at a meeting
of the board of directors of the New
Mexico Hospital for the Insane, held
at the asylum northwest of the ctty,
the contract for" the erection of an ad
ditional dormitory at this institution
to cost $16,000, was awarded him.
There were several bidders, but Mr.
Sundt's bid being the lowest, he land
ed the plum. The meeting was prim
arily held to let this contract, although
some routine matters were also dis
posed of.
"

.

Sixth Sirmot.

LEVY,

JUST RECEIVED

The Princess "Auto" GoCart
The Latest and Nobbiest Thing Out.

flutomaticallp Callapsibk.
REASONABLE

IN PRICE

Call at our Store and look them over.

J.

Johnsen

C.
H'

f

Son

'

623 Douglas Avenue.

DROWN TRADIHG CO.,
DEALERS

Om

'

IN

ALFALFA. II AY and ORAIN,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and AVAOONsf'
Bridge

.

Get Our Prices before bnyine.

Stmt.

,

phm,jMn85

For the

ii

best Meat

ry

a Jour of

Ferndell
Preserves

City

goto
Papen's

and

111 A.

Hot Rolls

PAPEN

FRESH EVERY DAY
GROCER AND BUTCHER.

at

Phone 144 and 145
WOMAN'S

WORK MADE EA8Y

All dust and germs effectually removed by the VACUUM CLEANER,

Boucher's'

which can be operated from any elec"THE COFFEE MAN"
tric light socket at an expense of lets
6
cents per hour for current.
than
'
All Aboard for Harvey'sl
We will deliver the cleaner at your
house and call for it Vhen you are
Carriage goes oat Saturday morn-la- g
returns following Friday. Leave
through ac the rate of 11.00 p9r day
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Browa
or fraction thereof.
Sj simple any one can operate it Trading Co s.
Pos'tively no dust flying, every particle sucked up by air and retaiued in
The best draft beer in ths city. At
the dust receptacle.
The Lobby, of course.
!

LAS VEGAS

P0WE4

LIGHT &

CO.

Straight Guggenheim rye served
FOR REN T Good pasture with plen over the bar at the Antlers. V
'
..
V.
ty of good water. Mrs. Green.
Pabst's draught beer on tap only at
... '
If you read it in The 0tlc it's
Opera bar.

f

.

..-

SWEET PEAS
Pink, White, Lavender and Red, or Mixed.

50 Ufa

PER HUNDRED

Las
Vegas Greenhouses
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION.
Prop.'

HYGEIA- ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PBIGE81

MOYER

PRESIDENT OF W. F.

increased

Grocers, Cutchsra mud Cskcro

Succmtom to HCNRY

ASSURED

The East side Altar society will
meet with Mrs. Condon at 915 Fourth
The board of trustees of Las Vegas
street Wednesday afternoon at 2:00 o' grant held a meeting yesterday after
clock.
noon and ratified the nominations
made for office some days ago as
Many of the resldnters of Seventh
street, have cut the weeds on their
Jefferson Raynolds, president; Euge-F. H.
premises. It is now up to the peo nio Romero,
ple who live on the other streets to Pierce, treasurer; Frank Roy, secret
' '
follow this good example.
ary; Pablo Jaramillo, acting Inspect
or.
A printer giving the name of Emll
Members of the board gave the re
Sharpin, who was serving a sentence quired $5,000 bonds with ithe followfor vagrancy in the county Jail, escap- ing sureties : : For Jefferson Raynolds,
ed from the chain gang yesterday and Charles Ilfeld and A. A. Jones; for
has not yet been
Eugenio Romero, Charles Ilfeld and
for F.
H.
Margarlto Romero;
F. B. January, Porfirio Gallegos and Pierce, Stephen B. Davis, jr., and Chas.
N. B. Roseberry have been appointed A. Spiess; for Judge E. V. Long, W.
by Judge Mills to select the citizens G. Haydon and W. J. Lucas: for .Tobb
who are eligible for Jury service In
Esquibel, Mrs. Marcellna Esquibel
and Jose Dario" Atencio.
San Miguel county.
It is understood that D. A. Camfield,
It is reported from Wagon Mound the Greeley, Colo., capitalist, whose
that A. A. Sosaya, a popular young engineers are surveying for a reser
man of that town, is soon to become voir ska near this city, will reach Las
a benediot, the lucky young lady be- Vegas soon, probably tomorrow, when
ing Miss Victoria Rolbal. The wed- the matter of entering into a contract
ding is scheduled to take place on with him will be Immediately taken up
by the board.
August 11th.
There is no question as to the out
Eastern parties are said to be laying come of this project, as the engineers
out an addition to the town of Wagon are now at work sectionizing the land
Mumd. Lands are now being purchas- under the proposed reservoir, which
ed which will be subdivided Into town is mute proof that Mr. Camfield will at
lets and placed on the market. The once place the land on the market to
country whose trade Is naturally trlb-- sell to actual farmers and small hold
claims. The
contract made
ing
with him by the grant board for 10,000
acres, expires on August 6.

per toil just what you want for cooking,

Phone Main 21

cUsCie (Birzisifin

in the
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PRACTICALLY
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your

STORE

GOODS

Le-iii- S

The W. M. Lewis company today
sold its undertaking establishment to
position at Baily's curio 8 tors.
what will be known as Las Vegas UnDon't forget the dance at F. B. hill dertaking company, of which W. C.
Dennis, of Colorado Springs, will be
Wednesday. Admission 15c.
the manager. He has already taken
Get the best at NoIetteV barber possession and will soon, be joined here
by his wife.
chop.

Order
Turner.

DRV

All Ladles' Housi Wrappers, now on hand at Cost.
Boys' and Girls Indian Suits, worth SI. 50, now 98c
See Ute shiwpment of new Silk UnderSkirts.
r

Miss Florence Malr has accepted a

Phone

EXCLUSIVE

Phono Main iQ7
WEATHER

1-- 2c.

Use

VEGAS'

PHONE MAIN 379

for you to buy what you need.

We have about 300 yards of Wicklow
Suitings in pretty Fall colors, stripes
and checks. They come in lengths of
3 to 20 yards, are worth 20c and will
be sold for 12

Iron pntw

JT

sf

Ass?

We are closing: out

2nd.

LET US
Furnish You
AN

i

1st.

fence

JvMiWHl!H:V
i if i if ti'Vw

M.

Denver, Aug. 3. Charles H. Moyer
was unanimously elected president of
the Western Federation of Miners-tday.

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. ".
"
200 to 1,000 lbs. a"
"
50 to 200 lbs.
"
Less than 50 lbs. "

CRYSTAL ICE CO..

"

."'

"

75c

McGuIre & Webb
.

,k'v,

SENA.

,.. T. A4.
and illustrator.
Cartoonist
of Practical Ideas.
and

CommercialJDesigner
If you read it In The Optic It's so.

per hundred

50c

Phone Main 227

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, agM
In the wood. Direct from distillery te
you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourboi
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
C
rels ori the 'bar. '.

-

20c
30c
40c

Suggester

and Effective Designs. Phone

Original

188 Main

,

